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OUT OF ACTION, BUT NOT OUT OF DANCIER.—A German shell bursting close to an advanced dressing-station, where Canadian
wounded were receiving first attent on. In all the terrific "battles for the villages," that began on September 15th, . e Canadians
fought with a galleitry that won them added glory. (Canadian Government copyright reserved.)
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GLIMPSES F THE SOUL OF FRANCE
By Percy Hurd
Editor of the " Canadian Gazette," Gond° I.

nr R. PERCY HURD, who has specially written this article for THE WAR ILLUSTRATED,, is an
eminent journalist, author, and economist who has had exceptional opportunities of studying
France in war time. As editor of the " Canadian Gazette " and London editor of the "Montreal
Star" and associated journals in Canada, Mr. Hurd has had the privilege of making various visits
to the battle front in order to study and record the work of the Canadian Contingent, and as a member
of the executive committee of the Agricultural Relief of Allies Fund, of which the Duke of Portland,
Earl Northbrook, and Mr. A deane are the heads, he has twice reported on the needs of the farmers in
the ravaged provinces of France from which the Germans have been pushed back. An apostle of Empire,
Mr. Hurd, jointly with his brother Archibald, the eminent naval critic, has written since the war " The
New Empire Partnership : Defence, Commerce, Policy," which has been widely reviewed, and accepted
as a valuable contribution to the Imperial idea. Our contributor is one of the many who have suffered
personal loss in the war. His eldest son, Captain Douglas Hurd, of the Middlesex Regiment, gave his
life for the cause of freedom on September 13th last.
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lie the brains of poor Madame, the mother
look in vain for the soul of France if
of the cure of Soussainecourt, her shell-torn
you seek it in Paris. Who would
dream of finding the soul of England
body in a sea of blood. The first Triaucourt
victim of the war. We wrap the body in a
in London ? Each is a small world in itself,
moved by cosmopolitan rather than national
shroud and place it on the bed. In the evening Germans find the mutilated body and
inipulses. Nor can you expect to find the soul
destroy the image of Christ which we had
of France in the northern departments which
stretch from Calais, Boulogne, and Havre
placed on the little table beside it.
eastwards, for in these war months they have
German lancers everywhere. They seem
become for the time a bit of England—or
young, neat, even stylish. Cikares Tabarather of the British Empire. Instead, would
que ' is their one cry. One would think
I turn to the homes of Champagne and
they had not smoked a pipe for years. I
[war m offer my packet of tobacco from which to
Lorraine which the German invader has reduced to ruins; or to the barracks of Nancy,
replenish their pipes. They pocket it wholeM r. Percy Hard.
where emigres of the ravaged villages— women
sale. without so much as a ' Thank you!
of all ages and children—shelter from the blasts of war under Soon they will -be in Paris, they say. To see Paris is the
the care of M. Mirrnan, the indomitable prefect of the
dream of them all, and Russia is a negligible quantity.
sorely-tried Department of Meurthe-et-Moselle. In their But the impression they leave is rather favourable. They
bitter suffering, robbed of husbands and fathers and their pay for what they want ; not they but the foot soldiery
all, these homeless people have plumbed afresh the depths of
are the thieves."
patriotism, and through their tears they smile the smile of
And this is how they got to work, as the old men and
the unconquerable.
women of the village told us in varying detail—the younger
men are all in the fighting-line. Arrived at the village, they
,_e
The Faithful Father cif Triaucourt
take the horses, carriages, and harness ; their plunder must
Listen first to the poignant tale of Father Paul Viller, be carried away. Nothing is left intact—wine and pro
the Cure-doyen of TrIalleCiLlit, in the Afeuse Valley. As visions of all kinds, tobacco, jam—oh, the jam I -" They love
we passed along lw showed us on each side scars of the it as pigs love acorns ; they lick it up out of the pot dirtily,
German occupation of his -once happy and prosperous ravenously." What they cannot eat or drink they destroy,
pastorate, and others tell of his heroism during those days and theirs is also the pillage of the brute who ransacks,
of horror. In his narrative the scene lives again before cur breaks to bits, tramples on, befouls—that is, a pillage of
eyes. It is just What would occur in any English village nameless horrors.
it Germany had her way.
Go into a room thus ravaged and the chaos is indescribFirst the hurried flight of country folk along the road able ; men's clothing, women's underwear, petticoats,
from the Forest of Argonne. The Boche is near. General dresses, marriage wreaths, sacred robes of the communiX. and his Staff left Triaucourt the night before; the cants--all lie in a horrible mess. The peasant farmer sees
French troops now follow; military engineers even 'cake his choicest pigs and oxen shot before his eyes, the best
away the field telephone from the Town. Hall; it is the co.lm portions taken, and the remains left for the robbed owner
before the storm. " Come wha.t God ordains, I will not
to clear away, unless he prefers to be poisoned by them.
quit my post." So the cure declares, and his people Outside the better class of house the German officer stays
trust hind.
in his carriage, and there he sits until the carriage is comSoon after mid-day the first German shell ; it falls close pletely full with the treasures of that French home or the
to the church, sending a column of smoke and dust high up house completely empty. Sometimes the pillager gets his
into the air. Everyone rushes home and to the cellars. deserts. One Roche, lover of honey, was unable to open
Zhiti-boum---a deluge of shells ; the church is the enemy's his mouth or eyes for two days after trying to rob one of
especial target, but'' houses are hit, and in the shellthe Triaucourt beehives.
holes made in the gardens two or three men can lie down
Gallic Cock and the Dawn of Victory
with ease.
There being no reply to the bombardment, Uhlans
We had abundant evidence that, under the lying pretext
appear. " Two of them give me the military salute. At that German soldiery had been fired on, the Boches put
this moment Mme. B., in tears, rushes up Ti, me to say that the houses to flames and poured shot into the people as
her mother has been killed in the notary's cellar by a piece though they were game. And the poor victims were left as
of shell ; she leads her child, all covered with blood, and they fell without taper, with no one to watch over their
My arm is gone / ' In the
crying .13,Iy arm is ,gone'.
bodies or pray for their souls. But close to them that
greater calamity the child's wounding had gone unnoticed. night the Boches played the piano. Their courage is the
C'est Ia guerre I ' said the commandant roughly, as he courage of the barbarian ! It was the army of the Crown
turned the child over to a doctor, while he made himself
Prince !
quite at home in the large house 'before which he had stopped
At last they disappeared. Frencla and British SUCCCSSCT,
his horse.
elsewhere warned them of the peril of remaining. No
" Igo down into the notary's cellar. Horror ! On the steps
1!ion'inited cm page
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Duty, Sympathy and Popularity at the Front
British Official Photographs

Men of the London Rifle Brigade in a reserve trench waiting to proceed to the
front line. Everywhere the field is churned up by shells and picks.

Helping a wounded man across a trench. A delightfully human snapshot from The most popular man in the regiment. The smiling
military postman with the mail from " Blighty."
the field where great fighting and greater devotion know no limit.

The War Illuetrated, 7th October, 1915.
GLIMPSES OF THE SOUL OF FRANCE (c°,7t10.",11f7"
more Boches at Triaucourt. They leave an infected
village in ruins, misery, mourning it is so wherever they
have passed. They hoped, in the words of the cure, to
see the Gallic Cock with twisted neck on the rubbish-heaps
of France ; but " the Gallic Cock stands there proudly
still. He will yet bring down the Black Eagle of Prussia.
Already he sings of victory."
The tale of Triaucourt is the tale of many another
ravaged commune of Champagne and Lorraine right down
to the Vosges Mountains. Our courteous French official
guides took us from village to village and from ruin to ruin
until there seemed no end to the desolation and no limit to
the calculated destructiveness and brutality of the Hun
invaders. To-day, by the grace of Heaven and the strong
arm of soldier and munition worker alike, the sun is penetrating the gloom of these desolated homes. When I
passed through them again a few days ago (September,
1916), there were signs of a repairing of the shell-shattered
churches and homes. The French military and departmental authorities had provided temporary hut-homes,
school-houses, and mairies " of wood and asbestos material.
The beneficent work of the English Society of Friends
among the peasant women and children was evident ; and
the deepest gratitude was also expressed for the most
timely gifts of agricultural. machines, seed, poultry, and
pedigree stock made through the Agricultural Relief of
Allies Fund, of which the Duke of Portland, Lord
Northbrook, and Mr. Adeane are the heads. There
was hesitation at first in receiving these gifts, so deeprooted is the independence of these French peasant proprietors. But fraternal spirit 'prevailed—was it not from
the brother-farmers of England that these things came ?and nothing could better the tactful manner in Which a
new bond of amity has thus been created by men and
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women of the English country-side. It is a token of their
gratitude to France. She stands also between the German
marauder and the still unharmed English homestead.
The soul of France is seen at its best among these village
folk. They have passed through the valley of death and
destruction while the towrisfolk of France have for the most
part been spared. But their spirit remains unconquered
and unconquerable. And now they see signs of the coming
dawn.
One -last glimpse. It was in the spacious barracks of
the now bombarded city of Nancy. Hundreds of the
women and children of the department sought refuge here
when their village homes were pillaged and reduced to
heaps of rubble.- Passing through the rooms and halls
with M. Mirman, the fatherly prefect, we stopped before
one woman surrounded by six children. She told us of
her little home at Nonenv. She had had twelve children.
Her three eldest sons were in the Army, leaving nine at
home. The Germans had their own way in the village for
several days; they took the best of everything, and there
was no one to say them nay. The day of the enemy's
hurried departure came, but it would never do to leave
these French villagers their means of livelihood. Rural
France must feel the Prussian and Bavarian heel. So the
fring of houses began, and this poor woman's among them_
Her elderly husband, working in the field near by, saw his
place in flames and' rushing home hastened to get out his
little market-cart to take his wife and children to a place
of safety. He had just managed to get the wife and six
of the children packed away in the cart when the German
soldiery saw their efforts to escape. They fired, and the
three children still standing beside the cart were shot as
they stood.
" And what of your husband; madame ? "
" Ah, - sir," was the reply amid a burst of tears, "they
shot him, too."

German prisoners in France making hay fer their captors. A large number of the enemy soldiers have been put to work on the land
Shp absence-of the manhood of France on the battlefield,
-
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Shells Galore and Some New Colonial Warriors
British Official Photographs

A few shells which will contribute towards victory. Within the
past few months Great Britain has surpassed the enemy in shell
output, in spite of his long start.

Men of the West India Regiment who will soon help to swell the British ranks at the front. Inset: Three of these doughty fighters
cleaning their rifles. There is no part of the Empire that has not sent soldiers to the Homeland in her time of need.
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Victory in Flood Over the Crest of the Ridge
British Official Photographs

Infantry going to support, spread out to minimise the effect of hostile shelling. Near Ginchy there was a half mile of opan country
between our men and the Prussian Guard, who sprayed it with " bullet machines." Butthe deadly space was no defence against our attack.

All that was left of the railway station at Guiliemont after the British artillery had finished with it. The work of our guns was
" unendurable," leaving the infantry no trench to take and destroying the very landscape signsthat indicated theproper limit of advance.

Reinforcements moving up towards filers, crossing the first German trench, which was taken on September 15th. It was near this
point that two of our battalions met an enemy brigade in.tha open, and dispersed and threw it back by hand-to-hand fighting.
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Fun, Fighting and Ambulance Work at Guillemont

The only tension between the Allies on the western front. Friendly
tug—of—Nar where the lines meet in Picardy. (Official photograph.)

Crude dressing—station on the edge of Guillemont Field, showing a group of R.A.M.C. workers among a number of stretchers. Inset:
Solitary German machine—gun which was put out of action, the British attacking force sustaining only one casualty.
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New Zealanders in Fine Form South o h Ancre
British Official Photographs

New Zealanders et borne in a shell—hole near the German lines
after an advance on September 15th, 7916. Right; Enemy dead
in their tront—line trench.

Men of the New Zealand Contingent eating• bread and jam otter having consolidated a switch trench. The oval photograph shows
, British offiter,s observing the,Cierman 'front from a position captured six hours previously.
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Gas Its Use and Abuse for Purposes of War
British

Officio!

Photoyraphs

The large observation balloons are filled with gas supplied from smaller balloons called " nurses," and these photographs show men
of the Royal Flying Corps taking one of the " nurses" to the pit where its big " baby" is waiting to be fed before going out.

"Nurse" and "baby" in the pit together, the perfect rotundity
of the latter suggesting perfect fitness for the forthcoming trip.

Respirator drill near the Somme. Above: Drill—instructor showing the right way of donning the gas helmet. The drill is carried out
both before going to the trenches and after leaving them. As soon as the use of gas lost its novelty it was deprived of much ae ils effect.
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LAURIELS FOR THE MEN OF ERIN.—How the Irish Brigade took Quillen-tont is one of
the Hnesf chapters In the story of Erin. These splendid fighting men went over the top in a
flash to the skirl of the pipes, and threw themselves with bombs and bayonets on the enemy.
The Coale teriirieranient was never In A better mood for victory, and the phlegmatic foe must

0,2
hays been bewildered by this display of spirit, though he fought bravely. This official photo—
graph gives some idea of the exuberant Joy of the Irishmen coming back from Guillemont, all
Smiles anti cheers, steel helmets and souvenirs. Who would think that a few minutes ago
these very men had just been through one of the most ghastly battles of the Somme?

BATTLE PICTURES Oe GREAT WAR
1/

The Battle of the "Tanks
HE habit of sending us good news at the week-end,
frequently noticed in these columns, was not varied
by Sir Douglas Haig upon the morning of Monday,
the eighteenth day of September. Not for many months
have there been such scenes of enthusiasm in club and
street. We read early on Sunday morning of a " very
great victory," but Monday's news surpassed our expectations ; for it said that the German third line was practically
done with, that we had thrust forward in some places to a
depth of two miles upon a six-mile front, and that we had
taken more than four thousand prisoners. His Majesty the
King's gracious thanks to officers and men voiced the
sentiments of the nation exactly. They spoke, in all truth,
of momentous and most glorious days.
Now all this was good enough, but there was a note of
rejoicing over Courcelette, Martinpuich, and Flers which
none of us has heard before since Austria issued her ultimatum to Serbia. It was a note of exultation which the
situation justified ; but it was also a note of humour. Never
have I seen the town so amused. Men found themselves
able for the first time to laugh at a story, which must always
be a story of agony and death. " Have you seen this about
the ' tanks ' ?" they asked each other. When the answer
was in the negative, they produced Mr. Beach Thomas's
despatches, or those admirable pictures of the war which
Look here ! " they said.
Mr. Philip Gibbs is giving us.
" We have got something new at last armoured cars
which can almost climb trees. Huge saurians and steel
pterodactyls which eat houses as elephants eat hay ; great
Jabberwocks and Behemoths which crush resistance to
powder, climb hills, and creep out of hollows ; turreted
dragons which spit fire in the ancient mood ; Juggernauts
which defy machine-guns, bombs, and bullets ! We've
got them and the Germans haven't ! " They played a
great part in that struggle for Flers, though to be sure it
was won by one thing only—as Mr. Beach Thomas has
finely said—the courage of our brave fellows which nothing
could resist.
Harvest Moon and Sickle of Death
To follow this stirrinc, battle we should take our stand
upon the left of the British
line before day had broken.
b
This would be over by High Wood beyond Pozieres to the
north and east, and in the vicinity of Mouquet Farm, for
which we have fought so strenuously. There had been
intermittent bombardment all night, and few upon either
side could have slept in their trenches. From time to time
star-shells discovered that weird landscape weirdly ; there
had been hours when a glorious harvest moon and a
" wonderful heaven of stars declared, in silhouettes of
black and azure grey and the mild blues of witching time,
the desolation where death had reaped and was to garner
again at daybreak." But all this was the common chord
of the prelude. The crackling bomb, the hiss of the whizzbang, the moaning of the great shell are lullabys for those
who wake that we may sleep.

T

Armadilloes that Moved at Sunrise
The abnormal thing had been the great clearing out of
the rest camps during the mid-week. All the panoply,
such as it is, and the grim machinery of war were then upon
the roads—transport and cannon ; motors rushing headlong ; red hats to be seen among miles of marching infantry ;
the fine horses of the artillery, the moving workshops, the
ominous ambulance. Often had our men seen it all before,
but these days they regarded it jocularly. " Hush ! " they
said, and saying it, they laughed. The great secret was a
secret no longer. The tank " had been discovered. Men
had seen it with their own eyes. And already they had
named it—called it Whale, Slug, Boojum, Dreadnought,
H,M. Landship, Creme de Menthe, Weary Willie, Snark,
but " tank " chiefly, for that was official.
In truth, the shadow of the ' tank " seems to have been.

711:7xPemberton
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over el. erything and everybody long before day broke ;
but it was a kindly shadow; and its ripples were of laughter.
Men knew not what they were going out to see, but that it
would be worth while seeing they were convinced. David
Harum told them long ago to do unto others as they would
that others should do unto them, and to see that they did
it first. They believed that the brains of our people at
length were to justify themselves mechanically in the
machinery of war, and they were not to be disappointed.
The sun had not been long up when the " tanks " went forth
horrible toads, blind monsters, creeping over the fields of
death, devouring fields and houses and men, indifferent to
the bombs and bullets raining upon them—vomiting fire
and flame as though these were the food they fed upon.
Since war began no such engines had been seen upon her
fields. Shall we wonder that Fritz ran in terror, screaming
that it was not cricket ?
Close In with Bombs and Steel
They went forth, but much had happened before they
went. For one thing, Fritz himself had come out of his
trenches before Courcelette and given some of our fellows
an unexpectedly lively time. We were just ready for the
attack the clock had not struck six of the morning—
when a signal went up from the German trenches, and over
came the grey coats to the astonishment of our men. " Look
out for yourselves " cried a sergeant. " We shall have
the whole lot on top of us ! " It was a true word, for
though the rifles did great execution as the Boches came
up, many of them reached the line and leaped into our
trenches. For a few minutes a deadly struggle ensued.
Men hurled bombs at an enemy whom their outstretched
arms could almost have touched. Rifles were fired pointblank into grinning faces ; the bayonets flashed in the
breaking light. Then, as the mists themselves, the Hun
vanished from the scene, and the men who had just been
wrestling with him leaped from the trenches and went
headlong for Courcelette as though he had never been.
Here was a fine scene, and one upon which the writer of
to-morrow will dwell. In the sky above, the silver shapes
of the darting aeroplanes about to do such gallant work for
us. Down below, the barren land now covered by the
figures of the brave men who never shall be forgotten. Fire
is a detail of the scene and the scream of shells---the great
guns roar ceaselessly ; the earth quakes and trembles as
though smitten by mighty forces below. Through it all
our fellows press on toward Courcelette—and now, look
you, and you shall see the " tanks " creeping after them.
The Tank's Insatiable Hunger
Soon there is a halt upon the right, for the ruins of a sugar
factory are here, and the Germans have made a veritable
fortress of it. To it goes the " tank," leans for a few moments
in a tired way against its shattered wall, and lo ! it passes
on as though no wall were there. Tommy has been saying
" Hush ! " these many days, but now he cannot say " Hush !
for laughter. On goes Creme de Menthe and eats up a
house. It was a good house, as an officer declared ; but,
nevertheless, he was very glad to see it eaten. Trees are
no more to the monster than -leaves to a giraffe. They are
down in a twinkling, shivered to splinters in its powerful
maw. And from its side there spits the fire of the fables ;
its many tongues lick yellow flames ; it deals death about it
as some monstrous engine emerged- from the very bowels of
the dreadful pit.
Naturally, such machines were priceless at such a moment.
Our dashing infantry forgot their dash and watched Creme
de Menthe at work. When he had rolled over a trench
and smashed machine-gun and machine-gunners flat, butted
down a wall, and removed an inconvenient wood, Tommy
came on and did the rest. We soon had- the Germans
squealing and surrendering in batches. The fight for
[Continued on page 182
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Hazards by Gun Fire and Facts by Heliograph

One of the most amazing of the innumerable minor incidents in a recent naval battle was the explosion of an enemy torpedo within an
ace of its objective. A lucky shot from a sister ship hit the projectile destined for a British battleship which had lost its control.

With wireless, the heliograph, and flags the vast areas of the ocean are conquered, and rarely a ship, out of the thousands that make
for British sea supremacy, loses touch with her sisters. With an improved type of heliograph, such as that seen in this illustration, it
is possible to send a message miles over the ocean.
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The Two Extremes of Courage on the Field

The work of the R.A.M.C. goes forward day and night, none the less splendid because it is carried on in silence. Under fire and over
the crater—marked ground these " gallant gentlemen" go out to rescue their wounded comrades, availing themselves of every shell hole,
clinging to whatever cover presents itself, with a dexterity born of ty_wil and experience.

During the fierce battles for High Wood, a German 4•7 in. gun and crew were trapped in a heavy barrage, behind which a battalion of
the New Army was working forward. The German gunners in their dug—outs resisted, but were either killed or taken prisoners.
No aid was forthcoming from the enemy trenches on account of the British fire interposing between them and the German gunrear3

THE BATTLE OF THE " TANKS" (c,V.icr
Courcelette was fierce enough, but once more our splendid
fellows proved irresistible. Again and again they advanced
to that labyrinth of hidden guns. Seventy fell at the first
assault ; another seventy succeeded, and were annihilated;
a third attempt, and we were in among them and the village
was doomed. It was one of the fiercest fights of that most
glorious day, and only to be matched upon the right where
Irish, Scots, and English had gone again for their old friends
the Prussian Guard, and fairly and squarely beat them
as they have never yet failed to do.
Creme de Menthe Makes Mirth

This was the thrust upon Martinpuich and High Wood—
that fearsome thicket which so long was denied us and we
had coveted so ardently. Fortified almost as no Other
wood upon all the ridge, it may be that we should not
have taken it on the t5th but for H.M. Landship. Many
times did the men advance to the assault ; many times
were they repulsed. Then the cry went up here, as it had
gone up on the left, that Creme de Menthe was coming.
All stood and watched the monster. Would the trees stop
it, the deep hollows, the craters, the threatening wire, the
hidden guns ? Men asked the question as it leaped into the
wood and all began to fall before it. Down went the " ancient
monarchs " and the saplings alike. There was not a crater
so deep that Behemoth's claws could not fathom the
depths ; it ground machine-guns to powder and the emplacements which had housed them. It drew the Hun in
terror from depth and dug-out, and set him heaving his
impotent bombs. But there is no bomb that can touch
Creme de Menthe. " I could have laughed until I cried
to see them," said one Mark Tapley of the line. The Boche
did not laugh. He howled with terror, and even his officers
lost their wits. One of them, a colonel, was so scared that
he lifted his hands high above his head and roared " Kamerad,
Kamerad ! " "Come inside," replied the driver thereof—
and pulling the man aboard he carried the fellow about for

the rest of the day and showed him sights his eyes will never
see again in this world.
In spite of the " tanks, Martinpuich was almost as bloody
a business as Courcelette. There was one dreadful hollow
in which a company of our men were compelled to lie, but
ill-protected and exposed for hours to the havoc of whizzbangs. Many of them lay in bloody pools at the end of it,
and their comrades advanced at last over their shattered
bodies. " Fritz should repay," they swore ; and repay he
did. We can imagine the mood in which such men entered
at last the ruins of what had been Martinpuich and how
they dealt with the Hun sneaking from cellar and dug-out
to meet the flashing bayonets. A pitiless onslaught it
properly was, carried far beyond the hamlet and sending
tired men home at last with that cry of victory which has
echoed and re-echoed through the land they have served so
well.
Boches Lose Ground and Wits

The " Times " correspondent has dwelt eloquently upon
this phase of it, and there are men back from that front
to-day who will tell us that this was a battle more momentous in its splendid results even than the Marne. We first
penetrated High Wood on July igth. Its final capture
on September i6th shares with Verdun the distinction of
being the " finest feat of the war." At the moment of
writing we have got Flers, Courcelette, and Martinpuich,
and are a thousand yards to the north of Ginchy, into the
German third line with all its net-work of newly made
trenches and ancient dug-outs. To the north again we
have gained Lesbceufs, and the final atom of the ridge seems
to have been occupied beyond dispute on Sunday, September
7th. So is this battle won and yet enduring. It will not
cease until the Boche is across the Rhine.
As to the " tanks "—one of which drove calmly through
Flers at the height of the battle with a placard on its side
announcing a " Great British Victory "—a Boche prisoner
who saw one for the first time threw up his hands and
cried " Gott in Himmel ! " It seems the only comment
possible.

PART OF THE PR1OE.—An armoured motor—car near Quillemont, with a Red Cross ambulance and some of the men who won the
brilliant success which drew a special telegram of congratulation from King George.
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Belgian Armoured Cars : Precursors of the Tanks
Belgian Official PhotaeraPhs

New armoured cars that will help In the reconquest of Belgium.
Mobile military machines traversing the Low Country.

Each of these fleet vehicles is armed with a machine—gun, and
carries three or four men.

Mitrailleuse, one of tha most deadly yet delicate inventions in
armaments. It is of French origin.

Heavy gun affixed to motor wheels. An interesting experiment Something wrong with the engine, but a few seconds' expert
which may have excellent results on the Belgian front.
attention sufficed to set the mechanism in order again.
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TRUE TALES OF THE WAR BY FAMOUS CORRESPONDENTS

THE OWNER OF ACHI BABA
By Sidney A. Moseley, Author of " The Truth About the Dardanelles "

T

HIS is one of those strange
yet true stories of the
Dardanelles which reads like
fiction, but I can vouch for it. It
relates to the very interesting personality of the owner of Achi
Baba.
It seems to me unusual that no
reference to this has been made
before, for the details became
known to me some months back,
when I was in hospital at Imbros,
an island situated just opposite the
Gallipoli Peninsula.
Sidney A. Moseley
OfficiaZ CovrespcnideAt in Rallipoll
Imbros was a base at that time,
and was being used as a rest camp for troops that had just
arrived, or had returned for a little spell after the difficult
fighting " across the road."
The island, once the residence of the mythical Greek
gods, is inhabited by a number of modern Greeks, who,
needless to say, seized the unique opportunity of profiting
by the presence of the large number of British troops.
They opened several refreshment shanties, where they sold
a curious assortment of merchandise—more various than
satisfying. There was nothing which one could drink,
but they would sell you a green water-melon, Greek
cigarettes, and a large quantity of eggs.
It is around the latter commodity that this story centres.
When more troops arrived and transport became less
certain, the' general demand at these improvised canteens
was greater then the supply, a state of affairs which was
not lost on the cute merchants. They now began to charge
an altogether disproportionate tariff, and compelled the
military authorities to step in and regulate the prices.

mind, ' Bill,' he said. " They won't last long; the ship
is coming."
" Bd1 yielded to the softened influence, but as he went
he unburdened himself of his complaint.
" Three-halfpence for an egg, instead of a penny ! " he
moaned. That was all ; but " Bill "—or Dmitri, to give
him his unnailitary appellation was far from satisfied.
" You see," said the Tommy to me, " it's jolly hard lines
on ' Bill,' and I can understand the old chap being a. bit put
off. He has had such rotten luck. I suppose you know
who he is ? " Much to my friend's disgust, I had to confess
my ignorance.
" Why," he cried, he is the owner of Achi Baba
And then, seeina my incredulity—" Yes, it is a fact," he
went on ; " and now
b
he is doing our washing !
I laughed away the story, but others confirmed it. It
seemed that Dmitri was a large landowner, and posseSsed
practically everything tenantable on Achi Baba, where he
had lived and dreamed in blissful unconsciousness of the
terrific bombardment that was to awaken him.

Achi Baba's Landlord Takes in Washing
As soon as war broke out " Bill " did not stop to argue
with the Turkish gunners, but made sharp tracks for the
nearest place of security, which happened to be Imbros.
Since war is no respecter of persons or positions, and " Bill "
could not live on prestige or sentiment, he took up the only
available job offered to him washing the clothes of the men
who were doing their best to sweep up what remained of
his property on Achi Baba.
And yet, somehow, with the exception of the extortionate
traders who wanted three-halfpence for a penny egg, he
appeared to be fairly happy in his new associations. He
knew, at any rate, that in the midst of " khaki " he was a
little safer than he would have been among the " kuftans."
The Phantom Supply Ship
He became keenly pro-British, and joked with Tommy,
There was always great talk at headquarters about the so far as his limited -understanding permitted him.
coming of a well-equipped canteen supply ship. It was
But one day I came across him on the summit of one of
to arrive the next day, the next week, the next month. the neighbouring hills. He did not see me, but I saw on
It was coming from London, Malta, Alexandria, and New his face a dreamy, yearning expression which almost transYork. But it never came. It was one of those phantom formed him. I wondered at the cause of it. When I
ships upon which rested a foundation of all solid hopes— reached him I saw the reason. He was gazing across the
and appetites. Even the Greeks were misled. One merchant, water in the direction of the hill whose top had 'been flattened
who believed a circumstantial story that the floating palace out like a table.
of luxury had indeed arrived, and was, in fact, anchored
It was Achi Baba, and from it there issued a thick, black
off Mudros, sold off in a hurry. The others, anxious to vapour, as if it were a volcano in eruption.
make a little more hay before the sun went down, increased
The owner of Achi Baba knew the cause of it—the gallant
the prices further, and it was this last step which brought British Fleet, which was engaged every day in this prointo public prominence an unshaven son of the Orient.
cess of flattening.
He stood in the centre of the " main street " and pointed " It is hard lines, Dmitri," I said ; but I had to repeat
with a gaunt, shaky finger in the direction of the Greek huts. it before he heard me.
" They are, robbers ! " he exclaimed, in crescendo.
Then he turned slowly and said : " It is nothing, nothing,
" They make profit and profit, and yet they charge more ! " monsieur." And he went down the hill with his head bent
A good-natured Tommy went over to him. " Never in sorrow.

barbed—wire, men of the Wiltshire Regiment are advancing towards the German parapet. (Official photograph.)
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Tree-Creepers : A French 0-Pip'

Now that the days of directartil tery fire have_passed, observers
who act as eyes for the guns are posted on al most every spot whence
an extended view can be obtained over the enemy's lines, frequently
at the top of a tree. The British soldier calls an observation-post
an " 0-Pip." An officer sits in one, linked up with his battery

1915.

the Hills

by telephone, and there remains, noting 'every, enemy movement
and reporting the effect of every shot Isom his-own gars. These
men have as much pride in the ability of their battery to demolish
an indicated earthwork with a single shot ass crack bowler has in
taking wickets. This particular post was used by French observers.
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Foot and Horse Advance as on Parade
British Official Photographs

Reinforcements moving up towards Martinpuich, the scene of some of the stiffestfighting in the great battle for the villages on September
15th. The place was full of dug—outs manned by the 2nd Bavarian Division, who made their name at the Hohenzollern Redoubt.

Another view of infantry reinforcements moving up to the front on September 15th. On this battle—front alone the Germans had about a
thousand cannon against the British, but the spirit of victory was so hot in our men that their officers had difficulty in keeping them back.

There is no finer sight than a cavalry division on the move in F rance. Though a friendly rivalry has ever existed between foot soldiers
and horsemen, the modern infantrymen are happy to see cavalry canter past, for it is an omen that their advance has gone well.

Cavalry on the march near the Somme. It is to be hoped that the day is not far distant when British cavalry will have its great
opportunity, when splendid Hussars, Lancers, and Dragoons will sweep through the territory in German occupation,
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Italy Joins Her Five Allies in the Levant
Photograp,is

Five nations to keep the peace in neutral Greece. Group of
British, French, Serbian, Russian and Italian police at Salonika.
.1.1•1•MINEw

Italian infantry, ready for the Ba!Wan field, marching through.the streets of Salonika. Inset; Types of ,ardent Italians
who recently
arrived to complete the alliance of six nations in the Balkans. Most of the Italians were seasoned in the Tripoli campaign.
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Homely Little incidents Along the Russian Line

Russian officers treat their men almost like big children. Here one
is seen reading to them while they have their tea.

Russian soldiers coming up to a field-kitchen cart for their midday rations after a hot and trying morning. Right: Army butcher
bargaining with a peasant woman for her live stock—" And how much do you want for this little pig ?"

The enemy had destroyed all bridges as they retreated, and the advancing Russians had to set to work to build more. Right: Soldiers
drinking tea in the shadow of their machine-gun, cunningly hidden under a litter of
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Quick Repairs to Broken Gun in Line of Battle
Officio_ P,7,0.tocrop'cs,

Cra:c1 Coc,-!7",: RS.73::12,1

The need for care in munition—making is illustrated by this incident. A faulty fuse caused a shell to explode in the mouth of a gun,
and though the gunners escaped injury the gun might have been useless but for the efficiency of our ordnance workmen.

Men of the Mobile Ordnance Workshops wheeled the gun to a big tree and, bracing it to this, pulled out the broken inner tube. It is a
fine tribute to their efficiency that such heavy damage could be repaired On the- spot and that the gun had not to be sent to a base.
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TOLD BY THE RANK AND FILE

A NIGHT RAID
By LANCE-CORPL. W. STEVENS, of the King's Own Loyal North Lancashires
HE night before we were to commence knew it, and slithered down, losing my
operations we went to the front in tin hat in the slide. I found a dug-out
motor-lorries, with three Officers, quite close—and such a dug-out, too !
renowned throughout the brigade--officers I yelled out : " Come out, you beggars,
that soldier men would follow into the or I'll smoke you out ! " Two Wfirtemdepths of Hades to drag out Lucifer bergers climbed out, looking as scared as
himself if they said the word. And I possible. " Two here, sir ! " I yelled to
hope to be excused of any want of modesty our officer, whose voice I could hear to
when I say that the raiding-parties were the left. He came up at the run, brandishing a service revolver in one hand and an
picked men, every soul of them.
We arrived in the front-line trenches, electric torch in the other. " Off they go ! "
where a weary regiment were holding on, he ordered. " Send a couple of hands to
and they almost wept when they dis- take 'em to the prisoner- conducting
covered we weren't their reliefs. They had party."
had a terrible time, these lads, and had
Clearing Enemy Dug-outs
been five full days and nights without
They went ; but they really didn't need
any rest. We, however, were in better any guard. They seemed only too glad
form, for we'd had a fortnight in billets.
to get out of the mess with their skins
Never before had I ever seen the whole, and the way they ran in front,
German artillery so vindictive, nor had shifting dead bodies and stray pieces of
there ever been such an expenditure of wire from the path, was pitiful.
lights. One of the men seemed to resent this.
" Better make sure there's nobody else
" You blighters bring trouble with you, down there," was the order, and again I
it seems," he said. " What we've had yelled. I got no answer, and two full
before has been milk-and-water to this minutes afterwards—to allow anybody to
lot. I shall be glad when you get out, change his mind, if need be--I made them
and we see the back of you."
a present of a couple of the best. Then I
At last the word came, and we went passed on to the next dug-out, and the
over the parapet, not with a yell as the next, and gave them all a similar dose.
lads do when charging, but silently, And all the time I seemed to be doing
Blinkingly. I remember passing a gas nothing but keeping myself from slipping
cylinder which was leaking, and I got a down in the mud and muck.
full whiff of the stuff for a start. That
I'd disposed of about thirty bombs
nearly floored me, but I stuck it, and, when one of my pals came running round
bent double, ran on till the effects had a corner. The whole of the left side of
passed off. The next thing that I came his face was bleeding horribly.
across was some barbed-wire that had
" Bill, old man," he said, " I'm bleeding
once belonged to the German third-line to death. You might do me a good turn,
trench, and this nearly tripped me up. and wallop that crowd of Germans just
As I had half a hundredweight of bombs round the corner. There's about a hundred
slung around me, and as many of the pins of 'em, holding a dug-out with bombs,
had shaken out, it would have made a and they've played hell with my platoon."
mess of me had I fallen, though I didn't
He'd hardly finished speaking when
realise this at the time.
another chap I knew came staggering
round the corner. He was blind, and was
" Wire-Cutters, Ahead"
feeling his way along the parados to his
Finally, we came to what had once been friends. I sent a couple more lads with
a road, but now it was nothing but a, them to the prisoner-conducting party
series of shell-craters, half full of water, to be patched up, and then, with the rest
but excellent cover for all that. The one of the section, went round that traverse
I got to had seven dead Germans still in at the rush. Just at the corner one chap
it, but we quickly dumped these out of let out a yell.
the way, and took their places, up to the
" I'm blown to bits ! " he said. He'd
waist in mud and rain-water. Then we only got a smack under the belt with a
waited for the bombardment that was piece of spent grenade, and later on I
nearly due.
saw him fighting like the dickens. We'd
I looked at my watch, and it said ten no time to attend to casualties now the
minutes to ten. I knew that at ten sharp Germans had got wind of our coming,
our guns would start, but I never knew and were lobbing bombs and grenades
ten minutes to take so long passing before. over the twist of the traverse, and,
Then it came, suddenly. It was all heavy random shooting though it was, they
stuff, and we crouched low. We were also made excellent practice among us.
afraid of shells blowing back, which means
Trenching Tool as Battle-axe
that instead of the enemy getting the
benefit, you get the shrapnel and high
But, instead of stopping us, these
explosives in your faces.
bombs only spurred us on. We did let
Just then the guns lifted, and we stood out one yell, and that must have given
the Huns a fright, for they ceased fire for
by.
" Get ahead, wire cutters," was the a minute. The next we were slap on top
order, " and see if everything's clear."
of them, and we slung bombs right and
They took the telephone wire with them, left into them. They fought hard, and
and soon the word came back that the gave us as good as we sent, until finally
enemy wire was smashed out of existence. they ran a bit short of ammunition, and
We passed it on to the gunners, and they started to run down the mouth of the
gave us five more minutes to wait. Boom ! dug-out.
Kerrrump ! 'The guns were blazing away
Soon there rose into the air three
like steam. " Five minutes ,up—over you rockets, one after the other, and they
With our heads well tucked in, burst with a cloud of red, stars. Then
go !
right on the heels of the shell as the guns some German lit a red flare, and with a
lifted, we went forward, scrambling and final yell and a rush we charged, bombing
racing in the darkness.
as we went. All my grenades had gone
I reached the German trench before I by this time, and all I was armed with
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was a trenching tool. I'd fitted the shaft
on this earlier. and now I used it as a
battle-axe, and I stopped fully half a
dozen Germans from bolting down that
rabbit-hutch.
At last we'd got them all in, and there
were only five of us left that weren't
wounded. We stood and looked at each
other for a second, in the dim light caused
by star-shells sent up by the Germans.
We were in a pickle, too, and no mistake.
Faces as black as coal, hands and clothes
smothered with mud and stains of German
and British blood—our pals'—and half
a dozen bombs between us. Somewhere
down the trench we could hear the
grenades still exploding, but we fancied
they were some distance off. Fully forty
Germans were in that dug-out, and they
Wouldn't come out at all.
Suddenly we saw the reason of the red
rockets and flares. The German guns
started strafing us like the dickens. They
must have had the range of that trench
to an inch, though they only dropped
occasional shells into it. They contented
themselves with making a curtain of fire
just behind us, through which we could
get no supports or supplies.
" For the last time," I yelled into that
dug-out, " are you coming out in peace
or pieces ? " No reply, and not a single
head showing. " Right, then," said I.
" Here goes ! " And I sent the last half
dozen grenades down that dug-out one
after the other. Still there was no rush
for the entrance, and unless that dug-out
went right underground for at least five
hundred yards, there wasn't a man left
to answer after the bombs had gone off.
" Well, we'll get back, lads, says I,
being in charge now—we'd lost our officer
somewhere. " Pick up the dead and
wounded as well as you can and make for
the traverse."
• Into a Hell of Fire
Luckily, as we reached it, we found a
party coming to look for us, and they
helped us with our dead and wounded.
We went back over the top and into that
awful hell of fire, carrying our dead and
wounded, and driving fifty Germans—
including three officers—before us. Four
men to a dead Tommy, two at least to a
wounded man, and we got back to the
road. Then I felt as if some mighty hand
had hit me in the small of the back ; I
tumbled head over heels, and lost my
trenching tool. When I stopped rolling
I felt myself all over, particularly my
head, and licked my fingers in the dark
to see if they tasted salt—which would
have been blood. I- seemed all O.K., but
I couldn't move any farther afterwards,
and it took four men to get me in.
Then, back in the starting trench, they
mustered us, and we'd lost a number of
hands, with several wounded. But, glory
of glories ! we'd cleared a German trench,
and w'e'd brought in every dead soldier,
and all the wounded ones, including
myself stunned by shell shock.
Shell
shock only, after that passage !
It's
strange what a lot it takes to kill a chap
nowadays!
FRANCE'S NEW CHIEF OF STAFF
In every war new military genius is discovered, and men leap into prominence of
whom the world has never heard before.
This has been the fortune of General Duport,
just appointed Chief of the General Staff of
the French Army in succession to General
Graziani, who has retired through illhealth, His promotion means that he is a
man of conspicuous ability, whose career
has been watched and approved by the
leading French military authorities.
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Shining Salonika • The Sombre Town of Visegrad

Remarkable bird's—eye view of Salonika taken by a French aviator at a height of two thousand feet. Since General Sarrall was given
command of this key to the Near East, Salonika has been made one of the most formidable of positions.

Already the
Serbians have forced their way back to their own territory, whence they were ousted by the Austro—Bulgarian forces in the
autumn and winter, 1915-1S. Bitter memories of that terrible retreat have strengthened their arm and exalted their spirit. Let us hope
the hour is not far distant when the Serbians will be advancing across the Drina at Visegrad instead of retreating, as shown here.
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Britain's Roll of Honoured Dead

Lt.-Col. the EARL OF FEVERSHAM, King's Royal Rife Corps.

Lieut. B. N. FITZGIBBON,
Royal Irish Regt.

Capt. JOHN LEADBEATER
Australian Infantry.

Capt. W. J. MASON,
Gloucester Regt.

Capt. E. G. C. BAGSHAWE
Yorkshire Regt.

Capt. H. J. SIMKIN,
King's (Liverpool Regt.).

Capt. DOUGLAS HURD,
Middlesex Regt.

Capt. H. T. ROWLEY,
Royal Berks.

Lieut. H. Q. CARVER,
King's (Liverpool Regt.).

the Earl of Feversham, who fell while leading his battalion of the King's
Lieut.-Colonel
Royal Rifle Corps on September 15th, succeeded his grandfather in January, 1915.

'
,Capt. S. D. SOMERVILLE,
Yorkshire

Lieut. C. H. RUDDLE,
Australian Infantry.

Sec.-Lieut. W. H. PACKARD
Suffolk Regt.

Born in May, 1879, and educated at Eton and Oxford, he was elected M.P. for the Thirsk
Division in 1906. He saw service with the Yorkshire Hussars at Ypres. He married in
1904 Marjorie, daughter of the Earl of Warwick, and leaves two sons and a daughter.
Captain Douglas William Hurd, Middlesex Regiment, was the eldest son of the wellknown author and economist Mr. Percy_ Hurd, and on active service displayed all the
promise and initiative which won honours for him at Marlborough and Oxford. He was
in his twenty-second year. Captain John Leadbeater, who fell while leading his men on the
Somme, had seen nearly twenty years' active service. He went through the Boer War, was
present at Silvia, went to Egypt, and thence to France. Captain S. D. Somerville, Yorkshire Light Infantry, was the elder son of Major S. J. Somerville. He was educated at
Lancing College, and was articled to the law. He joined the Territorial Force five years ago.
Ireland has lost one of her most brilliant sons and University College, Dublin, a distinguished member of its staff in Professor T. M. Kettle. He enlisted at Fermoy in January,
1915. and was given a commission in the Leinsters. Later he transferred to the Dublin
Fusiliers. He was born in 1880, and was M.P. for East Tyrone from 1906 to 1910.
Lieutenant Brian Normanby FitzGibbon, Royal Irish Regiment, was educated at Rugby
and won a history scholarship at Keble College, Oxford. On the outbreak of war he obtained a commission and went to the front in December, 1915, as a machine-gun officer.

Lieut. F. MORAN,
Royal Monsters.

Sec.-Lieut. H. C. DAVIS,
Royal Berks. att. R.F.C.

Lt. J. S. WILMOT-SITWELL
Coldstream Guards.

Sec.-Lieut. S. R. F. EMPEY,
Prof. Lieut. T. M. KETTLE,
Sec.-Lieut. A. B. PHILLIPS,
Royal Irish Rifles.
Dublin Fusiliers.
London Regt.
Portraits by Elliott & Fry, W. H. Horne, Lafayette, Russell, Swaine.

Lieut. R. E. MELLY,
King's (Liverpool Regt.).

Lieut. J. F. LADELL,
Middlesex Regt.

Sec.-Lieut. G. H. GRIMSHAW
Loyal North Lancs. -

14th October, 1916.
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A PICTURE- RECORD of Events by Land, Sea and Air. Edited by J. A. HAMMERTON

THE MAIN LINE OF VICTORY.—Rail—power was a great factor of success for the Germans in the early months of the war,
but even the enemy militarists could not foresee to what extent it could be utilised in combination with heavy gun—power. How
the Allies have shown the initiative in this connection is demonstrated by this splendid official photograph from the west front.
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MY ADVENTURES AS A WAR CORRESPONDENT

SPOTTED BY GER AN NNER
By Basil Clarke
C'HE greatest credit for courage in the face of shell fire vests with the man of nerves and imagination,
for it is he whose will-power must dominate the instinct of fear, and keep him steadfast to duly
when he is naturally tempted to desert his post. Many articles have been written on what it feels
like to be under fire, but few leave so real and dramatic an impression as that published beneath, a study
by Mr. Basil Clarke, one of the best-known and most widely experienced war correspondents of the
day. This contribution forms the first of a unique series of thrilling stories by Mr. Clarke of his
adventures on the various European fronts, which will appear week by week in THE WAR ILLUSTRATED.

I

F a man tells you he does not fear shell
by shell and torn away from the nails in hands
fire," said a rather outspoken Artillery
and feet which had held it to the Cross. " Mon
major to me once, " you may safely put
Dieu," he exclaimed. " They have even added
that man down as either a fool, devoid of
wounds to Christ."
imagination and the natural instinct of selfThere was, not a soul in the village ; everyone
preservation, or a braggart liar trying, to pose
had fled. I went into several ruined houses.
as a brave man. He must be one or the other ;
French soldiers had evidently bivouacked in
for good hot shell fire at close quarters will scare
some of them, and lying about the floors were
anyone. The brave man is the man who,
curious souvenirs that told curious tales. I
though thoroughly scared, goes on with his job."
found one old rifle with its stock blown clean
This little dictum, which I have since come to
away and examined it, wondering whether the
see is very true, comforted me not a little at
owner had been holding it at the time. If so,
the time, for I had just come through an eshe must surely now be sleeping his long sleep.
Mr. Basil Clarks
capade which, in spite of all my efforts to
There was a bayonet, still blood-stained. There
feel cool as well as to look cool, had made my hair stand was another bayonet which had on its point a piece of
on end, and I was feeling a little disappointed with myself. bread partly toasted. It lay near the fireplace, now cold,
But I was rather new to shell fire then.
and one could picture some soldier jumping up at the
It was not far from Ypres, late in 1914. I had left sounding of an alarm and leaving his bread half toasted.
Dunkirk by motor-car that morning with a Belgian official Or had that jagged shell-hole in the wall near by any
who had some work to do at the front, and who kindly association with the soldier's sudden ceasing to toast his
took me along in his car. We visited trenches and gun bread ? Perhaps the same German shell that pierced it
posts, both French and Belgian, at several points, but had caught him, too, as he sat there quietly toasting by
things were fairly quiet that day save for an odd shell or the fire—seeing in its glowing embers, no doubt, the face
two which landed at safe distances from us. In the after- of someone left at home.
noon, as we were returning to Dunkirk along the main road
Arrival of the First Shell
from Ypres, our work for the day being done,
my cornb
I
was
standing,
I
remember,
with the bayonet and the
panion looked up through the trees on the roadside at the
sun shining still high in the sky and said: " It seems a pity bread in my hands, wondering, and trying to piece together
to go home so early. How would you like to turn aside from these queer and disjointed fragments of evidence the
and see a bit of the Boches' dirty work in one of the ruined story of that Flemish cottar's kitchen, when above the
villages about here ? " I agreed gladly. My host reached curious stillness of the village came a faint, whining noise.
forward in the car and touched the right arm of his soldier It lasted only a second or two, rising and growing nearer and
driver in front. The driver nodded. We sped along the then—crash ! A shell burst with a deafening split somewhere
muddy road, past soldiers, guns, bread-carts, motor supply outside. I looked out of the hole in the cottage wall just
waggons, ambulances, steam tramway-cars and all the in time to see the fall o_f an avalanche of earth, stones,
hundred other kinds of war vehicle that crowd the Ypres- and bricks which the shell had hurled into the air. It
Dunkirk road, and then our driver without a word switched had struck the village at a point about sixty yards from
the car from the main road and up a little lane to the right. the cottage. The Germans had evidently seen us enter
It was the very poorest of roads, no more than a rough cart- the village and had begun to shell us—an .their general
track between fields. It began just near the village of Principle that people who travel in motor cars must be
Elverdinghe (which you will find on any war map on the worth hitting.
I hurried into the street. My companion, who had
main road between Ypres and Fumes), and led with several
remained looking over the church, was already there.
twists and rises to a still tinier village called Zuydschoote.
" The Boches have found us, monsieur," he said with a
Clearly Visible to Enemy Observers
cheery grin.
" Evidently," I replied, hoping that I looked as cool
In the distance on our left were woods. but for the rest
the country was treeless and bare ; there was not a bit of as he.
" Perhaps it was just a stray one," he said ; but as he spoke
cover for man or beast. And as the ground over which we
passed was slightly higher than the surrounding country he put his hollowed hand behind his ear and exclaimed
No, no ; listen ! "
our car was clearly visible for some distance. Had we
A faint whine, like the whimpering drone of some distant
known just what distance, we might have been tempted to
return at once to some safer spot. But in all ignorance dragon-fly, was again clearly audible. It grew, rising
of pending danger we passed on and into the village of in pitch as it came, and a second later—crash ! Down came
a chimney-stack from the cottage thirty yards on our
Zuydschoote.
Zuydschoote was a sad example of that grim German right, and with it a cloud of faintly pink brick dust which
quality, which they proudly call " Rficksichtloskeit " and began to settle over us.
Parbleu 1" said the officer. " This is not agreeable."
we " savagery." The village comprised no more than one
little row of houses with another row at right angles, and And he calmly began to flick the pink dust from the breast
a church at the corner between them. The Germans, and sleeves of his tunic. (I wondered whether it was the
beginning, as is their inglorious custom, with the church, had shell fire or merely the dust on his tunic he found disagreesysternatically shelled and smashed up the place till now it able.)
" What do you suggest, monsieur ? " I said -as calmly asthe
stood a jaggedwreck of a village. Wewent
intoroofless
old church and my companion stood transfixed for a moment I could. " Had we better take cover or make a bolt for the
before a crucifix. The figure of Christ had been damaged
[Continued on Page 196
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Ebb of the Tide of Invasion from Picardy
Official Photog.-apha

Indian cavalry despatch—rider coming back from Flers. Sir Douglas Haig reported that most of the village was in our hands on September
15th, and very soon thereafter cavalry patrols were moving far beyond Flers near Gueudecourt, a sure sign of a German retirement.

Stretcher—bearers on their way out near Ginchy to bring back the wounded. Ginchy was the last observation—post of high value Left to
the Germans on this battle—front, and it was carried by a magnificent assault in which the Irish troops won conspicuous glory.

Moving the guns forward to a new position in the steady, victorious advance. Consciousness of our established and increasing superiority
in artillery made our gunners elated, and our infantry actually incurred avoidable casualties owing to their too great zest.
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SPOTTED BY, GERMAN GUNNERS ('"6"7419sir
motor-car ? " (Owing to the old shell-holes In the village
street, we had left the car in the lane outside in charge of
the soldier chauffeur.)
Better take cover for a while, monsieur," he said.
" Perhaps they are only seeing whether there is anyone
in the village or not and will drop their tricks after this."
We chose the most substantial looking of the remaining
cottages for a shelter, and entered its front room. The
Germans were shelling us from the farther side—that is to
say, from the land facing the backs of the cottages. Here
we stood for a minute or two. Quite absently I picked up
a picture-postcard album from the table and began to look
at its postcards. A third shell came along and hit the
ruined church once more, just opposite our front door.
A fourth ploughed up the street. Then there was a pause.
- " Ha I
said the- officer. " One battery of four guns.
They have all fired. Now, perhaps they will finish." He
paused again. " Yes, it's all over," he said. " They will
not shell a deserted- village any more. We can go."
But as we reached the door of the cottage--whiz, crash ! A
shell brought down an avalanche of slates ten yards from
us ; a second shell followed it, then a third which struck the
next cottage to ours, and would have buried us in bricks
had we not leapt clear of the building and, into the street.
" Mon Dieu! ' he exclaimed. " We will bolt for the
motor-car. Come 1"
A Blow on the Neck
A fat old sow, with swaying paunch, was waddling down
the street towards us. She must have been the sole occupant
of the village save ourselves, and the shells had no doubt
disturbed her placid slumbers and set her travelling. Come," said my companion laughing. " Here comes the
first Boche. We will get the car and bolt." Shells were
now striking the village in quick succession. Big, round
shrapnel bullets splashed in the soft earth of the street, quite
near us.
" Right," I said. " Go first and I'll follow."
And at that very moment a shell tore through the air
overhead and split with a report that seemed right against
my very ear-drums. And- then I felt a sharp smack on
my neck. My heart seemed to leap up. I put up my
hand to the place. My hand came back covered with
blood.
The Belgian, turning to see if I was all right, saw me
regarding (woefully, I don't doubt) my blood-stained
fingers.
Oh, you are wounded ; you are wounded ! " he exclaimed
in greatest agitation.
My first thoughts on seeing the blood were that I had
received my death-blow from that shell. Grim thoughts
of wounds I had heard of which cause no real pain but only
quick death flashed through my brain. Yet I wondered
that I did not feel wounded. My hand went to my neck
again and felt around, and finally convinced me that in
spite of the blood there was no wound at all. I looked
round and there saw the explanation. For on the ground
lay the old sow, bleeding, wounded, and breathing her
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last. It was a. fragment of her honest old carcase, torn off
by the shell, that had struck me in the neck and marked
me with her poor old gore.
All the time that it took me to realise these things—which
was not very long—my colleague was exclaiming :
Oh,
monsieur, vous etes blesse, vous etes blesse ! (you are
wounded). " Happiness at my discovery that I was unhurt
perhaps reflected itself in my face, as I replied : " No,
monsieur. Many thanks. It is not I who am wounded,
but poor old Madame la Pig there ! " And I pointed to
the pig lying in the roadway.
He laughed — there in the village — even while farther
shells whistled over and near us he laughed. He seemed
to think I had made a priceless jest. " Madame la Pig 1 ",
he kept exclaiming to himself as together we ran for the
motor-car.
Speedy Retreat after Difficulties
The driver, who was quite as anxious to get out of shell
fire as we were, had the engine running. We leapt into our
seats and off we started. But no sooner had we got clear of
the village and right into the open, where we must have
been- clearly visible from the German lines (on our side of
Bixschoote), when a back wheel of the car ran into a deep
rut. We got a jolt that nearly threw us out of our seats,
and both car and engine stopped. Out jumped the driver
to restart it, we sitting in the car as patiently as we could.
A few minutes here and the Germans would soon have
their guns on us again. And sure enough, before a minute
had passed, in which time the driver was twisting heroically
at- the starting-handle of the car, a shell whizzed overhead
and buried itself in a field forty yards beyond us. I had
an excellent chance-to observe its effect.
Up went earth and stones in one vast heap, cauliflower
shape, which seemed to grow and grow, ever rising and
spreading in the air, till finally it burst and fell outwards to
earth in a shower, like black water from an overhanging
storm cloud of smoke.
" High explosive," I said quietly, but with inward sinkings of the most sickening sort.
Three more shells came at us before we got free. The
driver had- started- the engine again, but the back wheels
of the car were spinning round profitlessly in the mud when
the third shell came and seemed literally to hurl us out of
the rut. We sped down that lane, bad as it was, as though
it had been the Brooklands track.
A week later I discovered that my Belgian companion,
whose coolness I lied admired so much, was retailing stories
about
me to his colleagues as the " phlegmatic Englishman""—who could examine picture-postcards under shell
fire, make jokes about pigs, and study shell effects even
though: they were on top of him, while he himself, as he
expressed it, had been " fremissant " (shivering with
fright). Which shows how appearances may be deceptive.
For I know quite well that, whatever I may have said or
done during those moments of stress, I, too, was as " fremissant " as he, and as ever I care to be.
Next Article.—Watched and Tracked : Foiling a Turksh
Spy at Constanza.

How close the motor—ambulances go to the zone of fighting may be judged from this official photograph, showing a column of them
actually in the cratered field. Some of the stretcher—bearers have thrown themselves down to rest from their arduous work.
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Men Who are Laying Foundations of Victory

Perhaps the hardest worked men in the Army are the Royal
Engineers and Pioneers. Whether an advance is proceeding or
not, they are always busy constructing, consolidating. During the
Somme offensive these valiant men have accomplished splendid

and perilous work. While the bayonet and bomb are ousting the
enemy from his positions, the engineers are hard at it reversing the
captured trenches, hoisting the earth-sacks from one side to the
other. This work is done invariably under terrific counter-fire.

The War
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From Pacific Shores to the Stormy Somme
Official Photographs. Crown Copyright Reserved

column of New Zealanders and transport
the road to the trenches in France.

another fine impression of the Dominion men on the march. "What a country to fight for h" was the exclamation of many Anzacs
when they first set foot in France, and magnificently have they fought for her. inset : Long queue of men waiting to get to the canteen.
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Exits and Entrances on the Stage of Battle
Official Photographs

A Canadian who had finished his share in the battle smoked a cigarette with composure while a brother of the Red Cross, taking his
turn, tied up several damaged limbs. Right: Four Indian soldiers carrying in a wounded officer.

" Good refreshment for man and beast" by the roadside. References to the activity of our patrols pressing on the heels of the enemy
suggest that at last the Germans are breaking from cover, and are giving our cavalry a chance of resuming their proper function.
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THE ALLIES' COMMAND OF THE AIR
By C. G. Grey, Editor of " The Aeroplane "

T

HERE is now no doubt that French
and, British aircraft have fairly
won the command of the air in
Western Europe.
The losses of the allied Flying Services
have been very heavy if one looks at
the casualty lists of the last three months
and compares them with the corresponding
casualty lists of a year ago, but it must
be remembered that both the French and
British Flying Services have been multiplied many times over in size in the past
rear, so that the actual losses taken as
a percentage of the number of aviators
who cross the German lines is far less
than it was from June to December, 1915,
when the Fokker scourge was reaching
its climax.
When the allied aircraft venture over
territory occupied by the Germans their
dominance in the air is very marked.
It is true that the Germans have a certain
number of fine pilots, such as Captain
Folcke and Lieutenants Buddecke, Wintgens, and others, but the average quality
of their pilots is nothing like as high as
that of the ' Allies', and, furthermore,
German aeroplanes have improved very
little . in quality, although they have
-increased in quantity.. :.
Superior Talent and Machines
.
Not only_ are, the Allies .superior in the
quality of their pilots, and now in the
qUality of- their machines also, but by
developing definite types of aeroplanes
for special purposes, and by training
pilots for those particular jobs they have
developed aerial tactics to a fine art.
For example, certain French pilots who
are not particularly amenable to discipline,

and who are apt to get bored and give
trouble if tied down to regular jobs, are
mounted on special small fast machines
capable of enormously high speed and
possessing a high rate of climb, and sent
out simply as destroyers to fetch down
any enemy aeroplanes they may come
across. Some of these pilots are absolutely freelances, and have their own
crew of mechanics to look after their
machines. They go up when they like
and come down when they like, but all
of them dc) great execution.
Other very skilful pilots who, as is
the case - with most British officers, are
a trifle more amenable to discipline are
formed into regular fighting squadrons
whose job it . is to go out in squadron
formation to drive away intruders over
the Allies' lines, or to escort bombing
squadrons or reconnaissance squadrons
over the enemy's -lines and protect them
against the eneinys destroyers.
Artillery. Spotters
Other pilots, again, who are not sufficiently quick in action to fly the very
fast destroyer aeroplanes, are mounted.
on bigger and slower machines, and
either employed in groups in bombarding
enemy positions, 'or in piloting trained
observers over positions where enemy
troops are likely to be moving.
- Other picked pilots, again, are-mounted
on special machines fitted with wireless,
and are detailed to spot the results of
artillery bombardment and to correct by
wireless the aim of the guns. This, as
a rule, is a distinctly dangerous job, as
it means flying well within range of the
enemy's anti-aircraft' guns, and keeping

within sight of the target the whole
time, which entails practically patrolling
up and down a fixed road in the air.
A variant of the class which does the
artillery spotting has recently been
developed by the French, who have
named them " infantry aeroplan
These machines have to fly over the
advancing infantry during a big attack
and keep an accurate watch on the move-•
ments of their own and the enemy's
troops, signalling to . the supporting
artillery precisely what point the infantry
have reached. Before " infantry aeroplanes " thus came into use there was
always the danger of infantry in a successful attack advancing so rapidly that
they walked into the fire of their own:
artillery, which was supposed to be
throwing shells over their heads to
explode in front of them and keep the
enemy's infantry from advancing. Owing
to the enemy artillery keeping up a
curtain fire to prevent supports front
reaching the attacking infantry, telephonewires between the •- allied infantry and
their supporting guns were constantly
cut, and runners between the infantry
and the artillery were constantly- shot
down, so that it was exceedingly difficult
for the infantry to keep in touch with
their- own artillery ; but these " infantry
aeroplanes " fitted with wireless now
supply the deficiency, and, consequently,'
can keep the range of the artillery always
sufficiently ahead of the infantry to
prevent them from walking into their
own shells.
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Snapshotting the
Yet another task of the aeroplane is
to take photographs of the territory
occupied by the enemy, so as to show
exactly how the trench-lines and communications are. laid out. In this way
accurate maps, can be compiled, anti
every infantry officer knows exactly what
is in front of him when he has to attack.
Extraordinary work has been done by
some of the aerial photographers, and
have myself seen a photograph . of
German positidn taken by a French officer
from a height of not more than thirty
feet, actually showing the faces of the
Germans looking up at the. machine.
The credit for originating all these
various classes of specialised aeroplanes
is almost entirely due to - the French
which, after all, is only natural seeing
that the French were the - pioneers of
aviation in Europe, and have always led,
in anything new of a mechanical nature;
but it must be said that the Royal Flying
Corps was very quick to see the advantage
of the French system, and to adopt it
and even improve on it in some respects.
The thoroughness with which all these
aerial specialists have done their - work,
the excellence of the aeroplanes - with
which they are now equipped; and the
personal bravery and skill of the Frertch
and British pilots, have all combined4to
produce that dominance in the air which
is now so marked.
._ It must be added that the improvement
in the equipment of the Royal • Flying
Corps, the production of new types of
aeroplanes, and the enormous -acceleratiO
in the output of British acroplaneS,•,'-is
directly traceable to the agitation which
was raised. early in thiS 'year in the House
of Lords by Lord Montagu, in the House
of Commons by 1VIr. Pemberton-Billing;
M.P., and in the Press.

r

Flight Sub—Lieut. R. Souray ton left), a distinguished aviator, together with his
comrade, Flight—Lieut. Robinson, V.O., who brought down the Zeppelin at Cuffley.

Prussian Officers and Men in Prison Cages
French Official Photographs

The truculence of the Prussian officer is traditional of the caste. The surly commander
of the Zeppelin brought down in East Anglia was an average specimen of the race.
Other Prussian officers, captured on the west front, are seen in this photograph.

There is something distressing in this spectacle of German prisoners just put into one of the rapidly filling "cages." They ar e
clamouring for bread pending the distribution of their rations. Inset: Prussian officer being interrogated by two French officers.

`P)1 1).11
‘ddq°43 0
THE CAPTURE' OF FALFEMONT FARM.—Faltemont Farm fell into our hands on
September 5th. The rectangular bit of ground seen in the centre was once the farmyard.
Nothing waeleft of the farm buildings, which stood in the right—hand corner of the site. The
picture ehovve our"nieri advancing along a chalk trench skirting a corner of Wedge Wood and

entering the left—hand corner of the farmyard while Germane are retiring towards the church
2
of Marval on the extreme right. A glimpse of Guillemont is seen on the far left on the sky—Al 6)
line, with Olnohy to the right of it and then Leuze Wood, Eauleattx Wood, and Morval. The_ey to
position was carried after great fighting in 'what was typically a 5oldier'e battle,:
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BATTLE PICTURES 94.je GREAT WAR
The Glorious Twenty-fifth
OR the first time, perhaps, since the beginning of
the offensive upon the Somme the great and glorious
work accomplished by Sir Douglas Haig and his
men is being understood by the British people. Hitherto
the soldier has been almost alone in understanding how
that we, after two years of warfare, have only now coma
into our own ; . how that we have at length learned the
one way in which the Boches can be driven from- France
and Belgium, and have set about the task with a valour
and brilliancy to which no words can do justice.
These facts being considered, it is in some senses misleading to speak of battles. The ancient panoply of war
departed many decades ago. We saw precious little cf
it in the Boer War, and those who remember what it was
in " '70" are few. Our people at home uninstructed as
many of them are in this vast business of mechanical
campaigning incline their ears not to the rolling of drums
but to the booming of cannon across the dreary plains
of Picardy. They look for rags rather than for feathers ;
they do not imagine an undulating down over which the
cavalier rides proudly, but a grim desolation where_for
months together you can hardly see a living thing.

F

The Landscape of Modern War
A hundred pens told them of the ridge dominating
that plain, and of the supposedly impregnable fortress
at either end of it. Heaps of rubble here and there,
they came to -know, stood for the villages which had been ;
some bare poles that might have been so many isolated
gibbets marked the woods which once were sylvan ; furrowed
heaps of chalk said that below them and behind them
were those myriads of Germans massed against the British
front. This plain we had to cross, this ridge to conquer,
this fortress to subdue. When that was done we must
begin again from the beginning against other ridges far
off, other fortresses of like renown hammering with the
mightiest force of artillery the world has ever seen the
straight and narrow way into the land of the Hun.
For nearly three months now the task has been going
on, pursued no less magnificently by the French upon
our right than by our own superb armies, which we cannot
cease to praise. Villages that no Englishman would have
heard of in a hundred years have become famous names.
We learned at the beginning of Fricourt, Ovillers, Contalmaison, Bazentin, Pozieres—to the west of Hardecourt,
Longueval, Guillemont, Ginchy—to the south of Rancourt,
Bouchavesnes, and of Peronne. The story of the fall of
each was often a story of gallant repetitions. There would
be a bombardment so terrible that the pens of all the
correspondents failed to convey but an echo of its terrors.
The villages became but powdered bricks beneath the
avalanche. Woods were so dealt with that but isolated
stumps could tell you where they stood. The ground
itself, scarred and raked and pock-marked, was often no
more than a vast cemetery for the unburied dead.
A Most Momentous Victory
A few hours- later, and the men of our regiments, new
and old—Anzacs and Guards and Territorials, Irishmen,
Scotsmen and Welshmen ; men of the shires and the roses,
Londoners prominent amongst them, would be racing
across these fields of death, hunting the Germans from
their dug-outs, bombing and slaying, sometimes gripped
nail and tooth with the Boches who met them—always
going headlong without halt or fear. To these the landmarks fell one by one. We were climbing the ridge as
men swarm a difficult Alpine peak—going quickly where
the ground was good, but more leisurely where the way
was dangerous—and ever the story of the day's work was
told «ifh exultation to-morrow. Pozieres fell, Guillemont
and Ginchy, Longueval < and Courcelette. -We were up
upon the ridge and had begun to look down upon the other
side. The- fortress at either end forbade our claim to
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supreme possession. When on Tuesday, September 26th, we
heard in London that both Thiepval and Combles had
fallen, perhaps the meaning of Sir Douglas Haig's most
moderate despatch on the 25th was to be understood even
by the dullest. Truly, this was a famous victory ; it
may be that there has been none more momentous in the
whole story of British arms.
For what were Thiepval and Combles ? Little towns
both in little valleys of •the Rivers Ancre and Somme. But
they were little towns undermined with such vast subterranean works that nothing like them has ever been known
in the history of warfare. We speak of dug-outs here
with an understanding of the term which is sometimes
wholly ridiculous. Men think of a little hole in the ground
six feet deep, perhaps lighted by a candle in a ginger-beer
bottle, and furnished with a gramophone and a mattress.
These were not the dug-outs of Thiepval and Combles.
Germans in the Underground
They went down fifty, sixty—even a hundred feet below.
the ground. As an old soldier told me last week, you
could almost have put the Hotel Metropole below either
of them. Both places possessed chateaux, and the cellars
of the chateaux were the beginning of the wonderland.
Below them you went down wide stairs to great rooms
elaborately lighted with electric light, carpeted for the
officers, capable of housing whole garrisons with their rifles
and machine-guns, and so deep below the ground that
our heaviest shell fire was but a patter of hail upon their
roofs.
These forts had defended the ridge since Von Kluck
took Combles on August 31st in the year 1914. The
Kaiser struck a medal to commemorate that signal event ;
nor did he forget to add that God had blessed his valiant
arms. For two years his men perfected their positions.
There was no device of subterranean work, of cunning
'trench, of gun emplacement which was neglected. " Combles
is impregnable," said the Germans ; and, being " impregnable," we took it on September 26th.
Allies Shoulder to Shoulder in Combles
The fighting for this coveted possession has been described
as the fiercest yet witnessed on the Somme front. The
terrible bombardment endured from early morning until
half an hour after noon on Monday. Then over a front
extending from Martinpuich to the Somme—a distance
of nearly twelve miles—the British and French dashed
to the attack. Out of Flers and Ginchy we came towards
Lesbmufs and Mory al. The French debouched from Priez
Farm and the outskirts of Rancourt on the east and pressed
forward towards the fortress on the Fregicourt road.
Together we descended upon Combles behind a barrage
of fire which was terrifying. There was no intention here
of permitting, if it could be avoided, that slower and more
deadly assault upon the covered emplacements where
the machine-guns stood. Combles might have been a
holocaust for troops sent heedlessly to an assault which
artillery could make unnecessary. Sir Douglas Haig had
no such intention. We crushed the outskirts to powder
before we went in. Our own men upon the west and the
French upon the east and south joined hands at, length
in the centre of this fortress of the fables, and who shall
wonder at their exultation ?
Mr. Beach Thomas, in his admirable despatch, has told
us that the day was glorious, but the ground was yeasty.
No cloud appeared in the azure sky. For the first time
for many weeks German aeroplanes came boldly across
No Man's Land and tried to discover what was doing behind
our lines. We fired at them ceaselessly, and many a duel
was fought above, with few below to pay heed to it. Those
who stood at the rear, glass in hand, must watch impatiently
for many hours when day came, listening• to the thunderous
[Continued on page 204/
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Superb Indian Soldier Saves the British Line

Naik Shahamad Khan, of the Punjabis, won the VictorfaCross by belt-fillers held their ground with rifles till ordered to retire.
superb courage. in charge of a machine-gun section in an exposed With three men sent to assist him he brought back his gun and
position covering a gap in our new tine, he beat off three counter-, ammunition and a badly wounded man. Finally he returned and
attacks and worked his gun single-handed tilt only two belt-filters removed all remaining arms and equipment. His great gallantry
were left unwounded. His gun being knocked out, he and his two saved our line from being penetrated by the enemy.
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One British Soldier Routs Twenty Germans

Private A. Hill, Royal Welsh Fusiliers, won the Victoria Cross by
magnificent conduct. His battalion had deployed under heavy fire
for an attack, and when the order to charge was given he dashed
forward and bayoneted two of the enemy. Cut off presently and
surrounded by a score of Germans he killed and wounded many

with bombs and routed the rest, afterwards fighting his way back
to the lines. There he heard that an officer and a scout were lying
wounded outside, and he went back and brought in the officer, the
scout being carried in by two other men. In conclusion he captured
two Germans and brought them in prisoners.
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THE GLORIOUS TWENTY-FIFTH (c mpt,i,74,f7
guns, noting every new chord in the strange gamut of
sounds for which modern artillery is responsible. Through
all this forenoon Combles was a vast haze of smoke in the
hollow. Remember that there were upon this front four
thousand guns--L-Allies and Boches—and that they were
firing without cessation in these waiting hours. Noon
came, and the man with the glass need be impatient no
more. " Out went our fellows; old men and new ; the
Territorial, the corps d'elite, the men from overseas—
hands across and down the middle they danced forward
in unison, their shells and bullets leaving many dead, or
few dead—it was all the same to the rest."
A Contest of Gladiators
As for the enemy, the very ferocity of it appears to
have staggered him in many cases to immediate submission.
From Lesbceufs, from Gueudecourt, and lastly from Co mbles
he came from the trenches, hands up -and trembling. Not
so his officers, who sometimes showed fight. There is
one story of a burly sergeant from " down under," who
was just about to take possession of forty willing Huns,
when their officer appeared and whipped out his revolver.
Instantly the sergeant closed with him and a pretty affair
was witnessed by his astonished comrades. Round and
round the men swung until ,the Prussian was down and
the giant upon him. In vain the fellow tried to get his
revolver arm to the sergeant's back ; the hand upon his
throat was squeezing the life out of him, his heels rattled
upon the ground as a dying gladiator's in an historic forum.
Suddenly his body relaxed, the hand with the revolver
fell to the ground ; he was dead. Then that sergeant
arose and expressed his opinion of the encounter. " The
beggar nearly had me," he said, and quite calmly he ordered
the prisoners to fall in.
The swift fall of Combles and Thiepval, the rare and
refreshing fruits of the 26th, clearly were not anticipated
by the correspondents who wrote of Monday's affair.
The " Times " then said that the village of Lesbceufs was
ours and all Morval except the extreme south-eastern
corner. Above Lesbmufs, it told us, we had advanced
something like a mile from our former positions, carrying
two strongly-held German positions on defended roads
to a point one thousand yards to the east of Gueudecourt.
On the right the French had then carried both Rancourt
and Fregicourt, and latest reports told of " storming into
the blue beyond." The taking of Morval itself and of
the sunken roads about it and Gueudecourt appear to
have been one of the most gallant of the many gallantries
perpetrated during the wonderful forty-eight hours.
The men advanced like a whirlwind. The barrage of
fire, heavier than the Germans had made it for some days,
had no more effect upon them than hail upon an iron roof.
They passed through it unchecked, and, while they were
passing, the forces on the left swung round as upon a pivot
and ioined with them for the massed attack. Such dash
proved invincible, as we know, and all Morval was in our
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possession that night, though the correspondents could
not be aware of the fact. It was truly the key to Combles
on the left, as Mouquet was the key to Thiepval on the
right. Heavy German reinforcements brdffight down from
the neighbourhood of Ypres during the night did nothing
for the Boches. Through the haze of the shell fire, clouds
of shrapnel above, the black-brown smoke of the high
explosives below, the earth rent and scarred and shaken
as by an earthquake, we drove up to the gates of this
momentous victory and nothing hereafter could stop us.
Of Thiepval itself the surrender appears to have been
no less sudden than that of Combles. Equally was the
stronghold reckoned impregnable, and one of the most
formidable upon the western front. Then, as a French
officer had told us, the Germans had excavated subterranean
works which could only be called prodigious. As in Combles,
the cellars of a once superb chateau served for a gateway.
You passed them and entered a veritable subterranean city
with galleries hewn out fifty feet below the solid rock and
lifts to bring you up, and cellars where the vintage was
of men and guns and high explosives, to be used the moment
the enemy sprang to the attack. But strong as Thiepval
was, the Boche began to fear for it directly we had Mouquet
and dominated the Ba.paume road. On Monday night he
was trying to get his guns out.
On Tuesday, the 26th, Sir Douglas Haig, profiting by
his confusion, attacked the place on three sides at once.
A fierce barrage prevented the enemy bringing up reinforcements from Eaucourt—and remembering what was
below the ground we shelled the gates severely, though
not so severely that. the French first and our own men
afterwards did not suffer heavily at the first swift onset.
The rebuff was brief, and the heart soon out of the
Huns.
On the Crest of the Ridge
Thirteen hundred prisoners were sent back almost immediately, including two majors and forty other officers.
The cellars themselves yielded a veritable harvest of
machine-guns and stores and ammunitions, but the chief
thing was that Thiepval was attacked with a dash that
was invincible, and that once again our men had justified
all that we believed and hoped of them.
With our great allies, the French, we have now taken
ten thousand prisoners during the fifteen days of fighting
on the Somme. We have topped the ridge, and begun
the descent to the great plain below it. For the first
time for many days our cavalry are riding freely in the open.
Patrols have been within two and a quarter miles of
Bapaume, and we may soon be hearing of the fall of that
stronghold. No longer does the Hun appear to be fighting
with the dash of yesterday. We have thrashed the heart
out of him with whips of steel, and when he lives he comes
to us thankful and smiling that he is alive.
A great and important victory, truly, as Sir Douglas
has called it. In the opinion of many wise judges, the
greatest victory of the war.

A great advance is a seeming paradox of making and breaking. No sooner have the artillery and infantry churned the wide fields into
waste land,than the Engineers and Navvies get to work consolidating, building roads over the captured territory. (Official photograph.)
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Grenadier Guards Take a Turn with the Pick
Official Photographs

A road—mending party from the British troops along the Somme repairing an important roadontke lines of communication. The army
behind the army has won grateful recognition of its splendid service which, while never spectacular, is essentia,to victory.

Grenadier Guards helping to keep the roads in order. This happy photograph shows that the Guards apply their superb physique to the
use of pick and shovel with as cheerful energy as they apply it to the use of rifle and bayonet.

The War Illustrated, 14th October,

1916.
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Reaping Two Harvests from the Fields of Some

Dramatic illustration of the violent contrasts in war. A reaper drawn by a pair of horses in charge of a lad of fifteen, at its peaceful
work immediately alongside a big gun engaged against the invader. These photographs were taken by a French engineer on the Somme.

Naval gun in position in a cornfield. These guns are carried on an armoured train and are mounted on a revolving platform so that
they can be pointed in any direction. Right: Heavy artillery moving along the ordinary railway.

Another view of a big gun on the permanent way. The crude painting of trees and the splashes of different colours on the protecting
armour serve, under the law of " mimicry," to make the detection of the monsters less easy for hostile airmen by breaking up the surface.
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Roadside Refresh
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y to the Rhine

French soldiers quenching their thirst with water collected in a fountain by the medical service and certified by thorn to be fat for
drinking. The building in the foreground was a first—aid post.

With some rough—hewn timber, corrugated iron and a sufficiency of sandbags a soldier wilt build a homestead that for warmth and
security is better than many a villa- This elaborate construction was a commander's post in the north of the French front:

The War Illustrated, 14th October,

1916.
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BY THE RANK AND FILE

THE IRISH AT GINCHY
BY PRIVATE T. CONNOLLY, ROYAL IRISH RIFLES
HADN'T seen much of the fighting lad lay at rest—and almost up to Delville
which had taken place since the Wood. Some trenches were in the
•
commencement of the second part Bapaume Road, and others in High Wood,
of the big push," having been detailed as and we all left our trenches and crossed
en orderly at Headquarters. It was what the lid at precisely the same second.
If there had been any intention to
we call a " soft billet," a place where
there isn't much danger and plenty of advance in one straight line, it was soon
easy times, but it wasn't the sort of job broken by German trenches, full of
I eared about. I joined to fight ; I love a Bavarians fighting like fiends—or Irishmen—machine-gun posts, which sprinkled
fight, and I wanted to fight.
Pozieres, Guillemont, Peronne. I heard us with thousands of bullets, and did
surprisingly
little damage, and other
the lads talking about what they'd done
in these battles, and it seemed to me that strong places. But these we took at the
they looked a bit sideways at me when point of the bayonet, clearing them out
they passed Headquarters on their way to in no time.
the rest billets. They knew, of course,
A Wild Shout and Rush
that I was filling a job that had to be done
If you will imagine the line as the
by somebody, -but they didn't seem to
centre line of a football team, you will
care about it' any more than I did.
Then, being on Headquarters Staff, I understand that we Irish were playing
was told off to deliver a message to my " left inside." Against us was the
own regiment, the Royal Irish Rifles. western side of Ginchy, like a dust-heflp
They were, as orders went, to help in a ahead, with patches of white smoke
;rand assault having its objective in the rising continually from it as our shells
capture of Ginchy, a little town just ahead dropped.
When we'd cleared the first few outof our front lines, held by the Germans.
It was a bit of a hornets' nest, too, this lying enemy positions, we went forward
lichan, and from it the German " sausage" at the run, with a yell that ought to have
hailoons ascended every morning to watch been heard back in Dublin, and which
what our lads were doing, while hundreds would have -put the Sinn Feiners—Gott
of field-guns and machine-guns sent, shells strafe 'cm !—to shame. There wasn't
and bull* tearing into the trenches much time lost in that mad rush, I can
which our_ brave lads had captured and tell you, for the Germans were treating
us to all sorts GE fire. They were indulging
consolidated.
in " rapid " from rifles, blazing away into
We Were going to make a big thing of
the •attack, and I fairly ached to be hi' it. the brown as we ran in riate or less open
So, when I got back from delivering the order ; smacking hundifeds of machinemessage, I looked for my officer, and gun • rounds into ns every second, and
asked him if I could be transferred back working. these pieces up and down Os if
to the fighting battalion. He stared at they were watering a. 'garden ; sending
In?. for a minute ; he couldn't understand over tear- shells and _ gas= shells, mixed
way I should prefer chancing the shells occasionally with liquid-fire shells and
and bullets of the enemy. Then, when jets of flame from their own Flammenbe saw that I was determined to get into werfer ; and then, at the last, working a
the scrapping, he said he'd see what could great grey-green gas cloud over at us,
just because a passing slant of wind
be done.
favoured them.
Getting Back to Action
All this took just about ten minutes,
- As luck had it, there was a chap just out no more, and really before we knew it we
from England who hadn't been feeling were, among them. They didn't stay
well, so they put him in my place. I long, and our captures in that first line—
can't tell you how glad I was to get my where we stopped for, breath—totalled
rifle and kit again, and when I joined up two hundred men, and ten fully-charged
with the lads they gave me a cheer all gas cylinders. We got these latter ready
for use, for there was just a chance that
on my very own.
We advanced in the early morning, the wind would turn and allow us to give
and lay in tile trenches under fire all day, the Huns a dose of their own stuff.
We whistled for the wind after we'd
while our artillery did the usual preparation. But, instead of making a barrage got our breath back, and sure enough, it
between us and the town, as you would wasn't long in coming. Just a puff, and
have thought was the right thing to do, then another strong, steady gust, which
the German guns shelled us where we carried the gas over. You could catch
lay in dug-outs they had themselves made ; the whiff of the rotten pears as it went,
and so, when we came to advance, the and we laughed like a crowd of school kids
only shell-holes we had to dodge were to think that they were being poisoned
with the stuff they had got ready for us.
those our own guns had made.
About four in the afternoon our artillery
Forward with Packs
fire doubled its volume. I'd thought
We couldn't advance as yet, for the
they were doing " some " shooting before,
but it was nothing compared with what guns hadn't finished with theM, but when
came over now. All the guns on our front at last our commander signalled " Lift,"
must have been doing exhibition drill, for they altered their range, and we went
I'll swear that they were sending out ten forward again, just the same as before.
to fifteen rounds per minute each, and I was sweating like a bull, as the saying
they were all dropping in a beautiful is, and cursing the orders which made
straight line on the town and to the right us charge with our packs. In ordinary
circumstances
we should have shed these
and left of it.
The attack was a concerted one—that is, before we started, but as we were going
several regiments advanced at a given to consolidate any ground we took, we
time. The trenches we occupied reached had, of course, to eithertake our belongings
from Leuze Wood and across _the top of with us, or elSe, go short Of everything
Guilleniond--where _many, a gctod. Irish that, makes life bearable in trenches. ,

But at last we went over the top again,
and in less than ten more minutes; and
in spite of a further dose of
the different
kinds of warfare—human, mechanical, and
chemical—that the Hun could bring to
bear against us, we had taken possession
of the next trench-lines. You couldn't call
them trenches, they were just the places
where good, solidly-constructed trenches
had once been, before our guns got to work.
Now they were mere depressions in the
ground, with here and there a decent bit
of head cover, while in another place the
men were exposed both back and front.
We didn't waste any time in making
them capable of defence ; they weren't
our objective, only steps on the way to it.
But we had to stay there for fully twenty
minutes, cursing like mad because, in our
impetuosity we were ahead of the programme, and also ahead of the line.
Our patrols, too, were getting close
into touch ; they were getting restless,
and chafed at the delay. They worked
just behind the barrage of our shells,
themselves in the danger zone, and if the
shells hadn't been of the best, many a
good gallant lad would have gone to his
Maker, sped by a shell perhaps made by
his own sweetheart or sister.
We saw the Bodies flying Out of their
second - line trenches, and couldn't go
after them because of orders, and while
we waited we decided that men might
come after us and want to use the trenches.
The fact was we were too restless to do
nothing, so we started in and dug that
trench-line five feet deep. Nearly a whole
mile of trench we dug in under half an
hour, which I think is something bite a
record, men for a swift war lika this.
When we again went, forwardawo- fOfincl
oursxlves working up a slope where 'there
were two arcs of tranches, one behind' the
other, and each hell by Germans.
The-5.,
were so strong that they hcld up the whole
of the advance. Those who W era in 'front
of them lay down in shell-holcs, and; did
a bit of the old - style trench Warfare ;
those to the right or left skirted round
them and then went on, leaving them
isolated spots in the battle.
Erin- go-Bragh I

1A7e got into the village at last, and were
brought up all standing by an old farm,
where the Germans had made thernseRes
secure--as they thought—with sandbags
loophole(' - for rifles and machine:guns.
The chief redbubt appeared "
but
it had eyes looking every way, and could
rake us all as we came on from every side.
We finally had to bring up some guns to
make a breach in the wall, and when at
last the hole appeared, a yell of " Erin
go Bragh ! " went up, and we made for it
at the rush. We met with a real fight
this time, for the garrison had orders not
to surrender, and; whatever his faults,
the German is good at obeying orders to
the last.
I got a jab with a bayonet and lost my
tin helmet through the explosion of a
bomb, which also nearly scalped me, and
I was out of the fight. But I lay on one
side, getting occasionally trodden - on,
and half blinded with the smoke as the
bombs burst, and watched the lads clear
the Huns right out.
And as, next morning, I came back on a
stretcher, I heard ride firing. I asked the
R.A.M.C. men if the lads were being
beaten back, or what.
tt Beaten back ? " said one. " Not a
bit of it. They're having a dicky little
fight of their own round those two ares of
trench you left behind veSterday'06ning,
and they look as if they were enjoy.Mg it,
too."

Tic ',Far liluctratcd. 14th October, 1',316.

The Stricken Couriers of Teutonic Hate:
Official Photographs

Two views of the wreckage of the Zeppelin which grounded on the night of Sunday,"September 24th, near the coast of Essex. The
commander's first request was to be allowed to telephone news of his safety to a friend in London.

The occupants of the cottage in front of which the Zeppelin came down.
Miraculously, they and their cottage escaped injury.

Seen from a distance the wreckage suggested the skeleton of some prehistoric beast sprawling across two fields. Inset above :
Exactly a week later, October 1st, a Zeppelin was brought down in flames near Potter's Bar while attempting to evade our
anti—aircraft defences and drop bombs on London.
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One Crew Captured and Two Consumed by Fire
Official Phaographs

Gun fire began and an aeroplane completed the destruction of
second Zeppelin brought down on September 23rd-24th. This.
picture shows the control and a Maxim.

The Zeppelin was impaled upon an oak-tree, which was stripped bare. It lay a crumpled mass of aluminium, bent out of shape, all the
fabric burned off the gaunt ribs. Inset above: One of the gondolas of the ruined airship.

This photograph shows the delicate tracery of the stern and steering-plane frame. Right: The calcined crew were buried in the churchyard of the parish where the Zeppelin fell, the funeral being in charge of men of the Royal Flying Corps.
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Coveted Cross for Devotion to Duty and Comrade

Lieut. T. 0. L. WILKINSON, North Lanes
Regiment, posthumously awarded the V.C. for
great courage in driving back the enemy and
attempting the rescue of wounded comrades.

Rev. W. R. F. ADDISON, Temp. Chaplain, awarded Sec.-Lieut. E. F. BAXTER, Liverpool Regt.,
V.C. for carrying a wounded man to trench cover and
received V.C. for great devotion to duty,
assisting several others. He set a fine example to his
particularly in storming and bombing a
comrades by his heroic contempt of danger.
German trench. He fell on the field.

Sec.-Lieut. E. KINGHORN MYLES, Welsh Regt., Staff Nurse ETHEL HUTCHINSON, Q.A.I.M.N.S. Pte. ALBERT HILL, R. Welsh Fusiliers, showed
was seen to leave the trenches under heavy rifle (R.), who has been awarded the Military great daring in an attack when he routed 20 Germans.
fire and rescue a wounded officer and men in Medal for exhibiting conspicuous courage in He also assisted to bring back his wounded officer
circumstances of great danger.
the course of her duty on the battlefield.
under fire and captured two prisoners.

Sergt. C. C. CASTLETON, Australian MachineGun Company, gave his life for his comrades in
facing a terrific enemy fire to rescue wounded
lying in shell-holes. He went out three times.

Cpl. S. W. WARE, Seaforth Highrs., displayed unusual
gallantry. Ordered to withdraw from a trench, he carried
one wounded man to cover, and for two !hours went to
and fro until he had brought in all.

Pte. J. H. FYNN, South Wales Borderers,
awarded V.C. for making several journeys into
No Man's Land to bandage and carry wounded
comrades back to the trenches.
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The Allied Argument Against Hesitant Greece

Bullocks being taken aboard a French warship at Salamis. An allied fleet has arrived
off Pirasus, as the only argument to hesitant and vacillating Greek policy.

How cattle are hoisted aboard a ship at sea.
Laying in live stock with the allied fleet off
Piraeus.

Part of the allied fleet off Piraeus steaming in line. Inset in centre : A friendly boxing contest on board a battleship. After a long spell of routine work at si:q. there is nothing more welcome to the sailors than a bout with the gloves.
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Otif._ DIARY OF THE Vci,
Chronology oi Events, September 1st to 50th, 1916
SEPT. I.—Allied naval demonstration at
Athens.
Twenty-three warships, with
seven transports, anchor four miles outside the port of Piraeus.
A revolt of Greek troops in Salonika
results in the surrender of the garrison
to General Sarrail. Insurrection breaks
out in various parts of Macedonia, and
a " Committee of National Defence " is
appointed.
General Smuts announces enemy in full
retreat both east and west of the Uluguru
Mountains, south of Mrogoro.
Rumanian victory at Orsova, on the
Danube.
SEPT. 2.—Russians capture the Plostra
Height, just north of the Jablonica Pass.
Allied warships enter port of Ph:aims
and seize three German vessels. The
Allied Governments demand the control
of posts and telegraphs, the banishment
of enemy agents, and punishment of Greek
subjects in collusion with the Germans.
SEPT. 3.—British capture Guillemot and part
of Ginchy. French capture the village of
Forest and Clery.
Zeppelin destroyed near London.—Hostile airship, one of thirteen raiding
Eastern Counties, attempting to approach
the London area, is brought down by
Lieut. W. L. Robinson, R.F.C., at
Cuffley, near Enfield.
Lieut. Robinson
was later awarded the V.C.
Russians conquer new ground on the
Zlota Lipa front, in Galicia.
SEPT. 4.—Great French Advance.—South of
the Somme our ally -attacks over a front
of twelve miles, from Barleux to the district south of Chaulnes. As the result,
their new line runs Irons Barieux, touches
Berny, comprises Soyecourt, sweeps
through the western part of Chaulnes
Wood, and-includes the village of Chilly.
Unwounded prisoners exceed 2,7o0.
Surrender of Dar-es-Salaam to British
naval forces.
British air raid on Mazar, Sinai
Peninsula.
SEPT. 5.—From Moughet Farm to the junction of our line with that of the French
our troops carry the whole of the German
second line, and gain a footing in Leuze
Wood. East of Clery the French reach
the Bouchavesnes-Clery road.
RuSsians in touch with GermanBulgarian forces in the Dobrudja.
British air raid on El Arish.
SEPT, 6.—British capture whole of Leuze
. Wood.
General Brussiloff's troops in a new
attack towards Halicz capture a fortified
position and take 4,50o prisoners. SEPT. 7.—Russians -capture bridge-head of
Halicz.
French gain at Verdun. Attacking the
German line on the Vaux-Chapitre WoodLe Chenois front, they carry it to a
-length of 1,6o.o yards, taking 25o prisoners
and ten machine-guns
Rumanians sustain a reverse at
Tutrakau (Turtukai) on the south bank
of the Danube.
British naval forces and Marines, with
military landing-parties, occupy the ports
of Kilwa Kivinje and Kilwa Kissin-ani
.German East Africa).
British naval aeroplanes raid enemy's
aerodrome at St. Denis Westrem.
SEPT. 8.—Four massed attacks by the Germans between - Vermandovillers and
Chaulnes repulsed by the French.
Capture of Orsova by. Rumanian
troops- officially announced.
SEPT. 9.—Sir Douglas Haig reports the whole
of Ginchy village now in our hands.
Bulgarian and German invaders of the
Dobrudja reported driven back.
On the Euphrates a mixed British
force from Nasiriyeh drives Turkish
irregulars northwards, killing 200.
SEPT. to.—Reported fall of Silistria to a
German-Bulgarian force_

A British HeadquarMrs despatch summarises our gains during the week
Sept. .2-9. We advanced on a front of
6,000 yards to a depth varying from
300 to 3,000 yards. The ground between
Ginchy and Leuze Wood is also captured.
SEPT. r.—The British operating on the
Salonika front cross the Struma, and drive
Bulgarians out of villages east of the
river.
Zairnis, the Greek Prime Minister,
resigns.
SEPT. I2.—Brilliant French advance. Our
ally carries Hill 145, the village of
Bouchavesnes, - the .woods of Marneres,
and all the enemy trench system up to
the Bapaume-Peronne road, capturing
1,50o prisoners.
Russians win a considerable success
in the capture of the Kapul Mountain,
with a number of other Carpathian
heights.
Austrian air raid on Venice.
SEPT. I3.—Continued French advance. They
carry by assault the Farm of L'Abbe
Wood, 600 yards east of the Bethune
road, and hold the German third line.
Italian air raid on Trieste.
SEPT. r4.—French increase their gains southeast of Combles by storming Le Price
Farm. South of the Somme they progress by the use of grenades to the east
of Belloy-en-Santerre.
Activity on the Salonika Front.—
British troops move forward through
Machukovo, and capture a salient in the
enemy's line north of the village.
Serbians push forward towards Monastir,
taking Garnichevo and most of the Stalks
Nidje ridge,
SEPT. I5.—Great British Advance on the
Somme.—Cur attack is made on a front
that goes from a point north of the
Albert-Bapaume road to Bouleaux Wood,
a distance of six miles. We advance at
various places some 3,000 yards, and
take Hers, Martinpuich, and Courcelette,-with most of Bouleaux Wood, and the
whole of High Wood. Announced that we
use for the first time a new type of heavy
armoured car (" tanks "). Over 2,300
prisoners taken.
Italian stroke on the Carso. Our ally
storms enemy positions east of the
Vallone, and takes 2,117 prisoners, thus
taking a long step farther on the way to
Trieste.
SEPT, r6.—Sir Douglas Haig reports continued
progress, and estimates total number of
prisoners captured at 4,00o. Our line
now runs 500 yards to the north of High
Wood.
Russian victory north_ of Halicz.
Russo-Rumanian forces in the Dobrudja
retire to strong positions between Rasova
and Tuzla.
- The allied forces in Macedonia drive
the Bulgarians before them, and capture
the heights overlooking Florina.
Italians advancing in the Carso`
capture the height of San Grado and
strong entrenchments towards Loquizza
and east of Oppracchiasella.
SEPT 27.—Sir Douglas Haig repOrts we have
improved our position near Mouquet
Farm, and beaten off counter-attacks.
The French advance south of the
Somme, capturing the villages of Vermandovillers and Berny.
In Macedonia French troops take
Florina by storm.
A mobile column, comprised of Anzac
mounted troops, camel corps, with
artillery, surprises the Turks at Bir-elMazar, 65 miles from the canal, penetrates
their trenches, inflicting considerable
casualties.
SEPT. I8.—North-west of Combles we
straighten our line by the capture of a
strongly-fortified German work.
French troops carry the whole of the

village of Deniecourt, and advance
towards Ablaincourt.
SEPT. 1g.—French troops make progress east
of Berny. Five enemy attacks against
Russian- detachments in Champagne
repulsed.
Reported heavy fighting in the Defile
of Merisov, in Transylvania. The
Rumanians are moving towards Hatszeg.
SEPT. co.—Great German attacks upon the
French lines in the salient which cuts
the Bethune-Peronne road between Le
Priez Farm and the Farm of the Abbe
Wood repulsed with very heavy losses.
Sir Douglas Haig in a despatch quotes
an order by Falkenhayn while he was
Chief of the German General Staff which
refers to the enemy's shortage of guns
and ammunition.
Allies declare a blockade of the Greek
coast from the mouth of the Struma to the
mouth of the Mesto.
SEPT. 2I.—Eiteray makes strong counterattacks south of the Anere against the
New Zealand troops, all of which are
beaten off with severe less to the enemy.
East of Gorizia the Italians occupy a
new position near Santa Caterina.
Rumanian Victory in the Dobrudja.
Bukarest officially announces that the
Battle of Dobrudja which began on
Sept. 3 (Mth) ended on Sept. 7 (20th) in
the defeat of the enemy.
SEPT. 22.—British Line- Advanced—On a
mile front, between Martinpuich and
Flers our troops carry two lines of enemy
trenches.
Hostile seaplane attack on Dover;
three bombs dropped, no danifige caused.
SEPT. 23.—British advance to the east of
Courcelette, where a strongly-fortified
system of enemy trenches is captured
and our line advanced on a half-mile
front.
Great Zeppelin Raid on London and
the Eastern, South-Eastern, and East
Midland Counties. Two Zeppelins brought
down, one in South Essex, the crew being
destroyed.' The crew of the other set
fire to their craft and surrender.
Casualties : 38 killed, and 125 injured.
_
Italians take the summit of the
Gardinal, south of the Avisio.
SEPT. 24.—British Cross the Struma.—Officially
reported from Salonika that British
troops cross the Strum in three places.
Air Raid on Essen.—Two French airmen—Capt. de Beauchamps and Lieut.
Daucourt—drop bombs on Krupps.
SEPT. 25.—Forward Move on the Somme.—
The British and French, after a long and
violent bombardment, resume their
offensive. Our troops take Mbrval and
Lesbceufs, and practically sever the
enemy's communications with Combles.
Crisis in Greece.—M. Venizelos leaves
Athens with a number of highly-placed
officers and many supporters.
Zeppelin raid -on Northern and NorthEastern Counties ; 36 killed, 27 injured.
SEPT. 26.—Thiepval and Combles Captured.—
The British take the former, and, in conjunction with the French, the latter.
Reported that the Rumanians are
again masters of the Vulkan Pass.
SEPT. 27,—British Gains Extended.—North of
Flers, on a 2,000 yards front, we advance
to the eastern side of Eaucourt-l'Abbaye.
North-east of Thiepval the British capture the Stuff Redoubt.
Naval aeroplanes attack enemy airship
sheds at Evere, Berche, St. Agathe, andEtterbeck, near Brussels.
SEPT. 2.8.—British line advanced north and
north-east of Courcelette.
Text of the Proclamation of the Greek
Provisional Government published, signed
by M. Venizelos and Admiral Condouriot is.
SEPT. cm—British gains south-west of Le Sam,
on the Bapaume Road.
SEPT. 3o.—Completion of three-months' Battle
of the 5, nurse.

21st October, 1.916.

A PICTURE -RECORD of Events by Land, Sea and Air. Edited by J. A. HAMMERTON

A THUNDERBOLT IN THE DEAD OF NIGHT.—Firing a heavy cannon at Vaux Fort. Major Raynal's gallant defence of this
important position, until compelled by thirst to surrender, held up the whole German Army, and was rewarded by his being
made a Commander of the Legion of Honour. The Germans allowed him to retain his sword.
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THE BROTHERHOOD OF FRANCE AN BRITAIN
Some Thoughts of a Spanish Onlooker
By SENOR E. GOMEZ CARRILLO

Cr HE famous Spanish ./21;tho7 and journalist, E. G01116.3 Carrillo, who contributed tc our
issue for September 9th an Occoart. Of his visit to the British fFont, now sends one thiS
valuable article on the Franto-British Alliance. Ac Paris correspendent of several important
Spanish journals and periodicals, his sympathetic presentation of the allied cause.snust serve
as an effective toil to the pro-German propaganda in his native land.---THE EDITOR.
F all the amazing spectacles that we have witnessed
during these latter days in the vast theatre of the
war none has given use more profound pleasure
Than that of the brotherhood of France and Britain. It
is near St. Pol, among the flowering meads of Artois, in
the sectors where the forces of the two great western Allies
join hands, that one observes this fact which barely twenty
years ago seemed impossible. Officers wearing khaki
and officers wearing grey-blue, animated by a common
spirit Of sacrifice, vie with one another in courtesy and,
like the knightly officers of Loins XV., point to the common
enemy and say, " Gentlemen, pray take the first shot."
In the land which is the traditional home of great culture
officerS are ever an aristocracy, so that it is rather to the
simple and ingenuous soldiers that one must turn to ascertain
the secret of inmost' intimate feeling.
Many a time, recalling the Countless struggles fought
throughout the ages by the Frehch and British, have we
wondered whether the reconciliation imposed upon them
some time ago by force of circumstances would ever
develop into sincere and brotherly friendship.
From a psychological point of view there would seem
to be any number of obstacles in the way of the accomplishment of such a miracle. With different temperaments,
views of life almost diametrically opposed, with ideas
which have nothing in common except love of justice
and democracy, with manners and customs presenting
continual contrast, the two peoples seem destined to live
separated by a moral gulf much wider than the Channel'
which separates their two countries. Separation, of course,
is not the same thing as enmity or antipathy. Even in
the bad old days when they fought against one another,
British and French always displayed the most chivalrous
sympathy for each other and the noblest respect. We
need not go back as far as Poitiers or refer again to the
sublimity of courtesy at Fontenot' ; we need only recall
the relations maintained during the Napoleonic wars by
the two great rival peoples to realise that not only did
they not hate or despzse each other, they ever felt mutual
respect. ." We fought and fought again," Kipling says.
" We struck each other hard and our armour bears the
marks of our weapons." But, happily, these were not
wars to the knife. They were duels of knights who, before
measuring swords, saluted each other with grace. There
was never any passionate bitterness of soul. Do you
remember the opening of the delightful " Sentimental
Journey " ? When he got to Paris Sterne took a room,
engaged a servant, and settled down to a quiet life. One
day the police-inspector of his district asked him for his
passport. Sterne, who had not got one, says : " If I
had remembered when I left London that we were at war
with France I Would have; asked for a passport, but the
truth is I did not think of that when I was leaving.- The
police-inspector did not press the matter. War in those
days was not what it is now.

-0

Try to imagine a dialogue between Swift and Rabelais
and you will see that they are mutually unintelligible.
And yet this present war has accomplished the miracle
of making the two peoples one.
- At the outset there was friendship but not " mateynoss." The men were brothers-in-arms, sharing danger,
heroism, suffering, hope, and ideals, but not Sharing gaiety.
They admired one another, but they did not seek each
other out. Two long years of constant association were
required before the two sides gradually learned that at
bottom the gravity and the gaiety were really only national
masks, due to climate or tradition, concealing a common
fund of real good sense, immovable, resolute nobility, and

healthy, wholesome pride.
I remember one day before the war someone said to
a Briton:
" Which is the greatest nation in the world ? "

" Britain," he replied. " And next to Britain ? "

" France."
A little while afterwards he put the Sallie question to
a Frenchman, and the answer he got was, " We are the
greatest nation, and the British come next to us."

Bonus of Sympathy and Understanding
With such a solid foundation of mutual esteem it is
not very difficult ultimately to arrive at mutual comprehension, provided a few mutual superficial concessions are
made. Indeed, everything in life is superficial except
where the soul is involved.
And the soul of the two Allies who now are so intimately
associated in the consecrated fields of Flanders and Artois
is identical.
" It is only common hatred of the enemy that keeps
these men together," some people say who have not seen
them close.
Hatred ! Well, perhaps that may be So. But not

Temperamental Differences of Francs and Britain
What, then, is the point ? It is not a question of mutual
appreciation or admiration, or even affection. It is -a
questiOn of fraternisation. And very naturally we said :
These told, quiet, silent, fair, phlegmatic fellows will never
be"able to fraternise with their dark, vivacious, garrulous,

hatred alone. There is something much finer and strongerthan that. There is daily coMpailionship, brotherhood
-in danger, certainty of accomplishing the same work of
salvation, and, finally, subconscious recognition of mutual
fine qualities, all establishing the moral and spiritual
alliance the fine fruit of which we see to-day in these
Eranco-Briti.sh camps.
A friend of mine was touched by the sight of some
British and French private soldiers walking arm-in-arm.
It is touching, no doubt But it is more than touching ;
it is cheering, a hopeful symbol for the future of the peace
of the world ; for just as Malherbe in the seventeenth ,
century said that France and Spain united held the peace
of Europe in their clasped hands, we to-daynnay say that
the unknown to-morrow rests with the brotherhood of
France and Britain. Break the alliance betWeen those
two peoples and soon after peace is declared the condagration will blaze up anew. Keep them united and the world
will .be able to breathe freely.
Both nations have the same interests to keep them
united for ever, aid..have had them for the last fifty years.
But the breath of sympatlilaCking, and love, and—
still More understanding .of Character. The war that
Germany let loose upon*Oiverhi has worked the miracle.

nervous, smiling, merry allies." Is it not just the same
with brothers in faniily life ?
It is temperament rather than relationship which determines intimacy. , British humour, which associates the
" humorous " with laughter, and French humour, pure,
true humour with a thousand delicate. repartees, have
always been and always will be two utterly different things.

haS shed, ,,the
the mourning :it has caused; :the blood
rain of tears it has brought :doWn, the hatied, the misery,
the "gliaStly -things'. that it has entailed. • Above all, we
must curse- it as a war,, of, barbarism against rivilisati n.
But at the same time we may be grateful for it, for it
has made of two age-long rivals a brotherhood in soul.

We must Curse the war ior all thehorror it haS wrought,
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Greek Volunteers for the Army of the Allies
French Official Photographs

Colonel Christodoulos (in the centre), who resisted the Bulgarian
advance at Seres, arriving at Salonika with his men. General
Zimbrabakis is on the right.

New Greek regiments of the Insurrectionary Party assembling in the streets of Salonika after throwing in their lot with the Allies,
in repudiation of King Constantine's vacillating policy. Inset: Greeks who have joined the new force, showing their uniform and arms.
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GOING OUT TO ATTAOK.—Infaatry spreading out when going up to attack on September
25th, the day when Morval and Lesbceufs fell into our hands. Our troops made three forward

bounds between noon and three o'clock, and although they met a heavy barrage in some places
and were punished, their losses were not only relatively but actually very light.

GOING UP IN supPORT.—Vie waves of attack were delivered " with the vigour of the
hour of high noon," the men advancing with fine confidence directly our own barrage lifted.

As a result of the capture of Morval, and of Fregincourt by the French, Combles was occupied
by the Allies on the following day. (Official photographs. Crown copyright reserved.)
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' the Royal Flying Corps Zeppelin Strafers

Sec.-Lieut. F. Sowrey, awarded the
D.S.O. for attack on a Zeppelin.

Group of R.F.C. officers arm-in-arm, including
Lieut. Robinson and Lieut. Sowrey.

Lieut. Brandon, awarded D.S.O.
for attacking enemy air-craft.

B

OTH on the west front and at home have -our aviators
established permanent ascendancy over the enemy. The
fact that four Zeppelins have been brought down in England
may induce the Germans to modify their policy of frightfulness,
in spite of the ravings of Count Zeppelin.
This notorious German must find it increasingly difficult to
justify his hideous invention, and one which has cost his Fatherland several millions—to no real military purpose.
It is significant that where competent German reconnaissance is
most needed, on the Somme front, it is conspicuously unsuccessful.
Certainly no Zeppelin dare appear over the Franco-British line,
for it would be immediately riddled with shells. That is why
Paris is immune from the couriers of hate, and, no doubt, with
the perfection of London defences the Zeppelin will find it increasingly dangerous to approach the British metropolis.

Lieut. Robinson's squadron j of the Royal Flying Corps on
parade at headquarters.

Mark of the Hun! Would-be baby-killer v ho jumped from
Zeppelin at Potter's Bar left this mark on the turf.

Brother heroes of the R.F.C. Left to right: Lieut. Robinson, V.C.,
Lieut. Tempest, and Sec.-Lieut. Sowrey, D.S.O.
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f ollowing the signposts.

of the British regress

British Official Photographs

Battlefield signposts in France. Obsolete rifles are supported
on tree branches which can be manipulated by wires.

At an advanced dressing-station on the west front. Two orderlies
have just brought in a wounded man for rapid treatment.

How the splendid R.A.M.C. work. Bringing in wounded under
shell fire. Four German prisoners are helping with a stretcher.

Long flight of steps leading to a German dug-out. An offitial
photograph giving an idea of the depth of the enemy's funk-holes.
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Valiant Victors of Morval and Montauban
British Official Photographs

British wounded from an attack on Morval being brought back to our
lines by a number of German prisoners. To the left a heavy shell has
just exploded.

Luxury amid the debris of shells. British soldier enjoys a comfortable
nap on a dug—out bed.

The fearless gaze of zealous men waiting to go
over the top.

The church—bell of Montauban as a prop for a glance at
aircraft through field—glasses.

German prisoner doubling towards the British lines. His alacrity is due to the
fact that he is still within range of British artillery fire.
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Canadians on the Somme Remember I'pres
Canadian Government Official Photographs

Canadians who took part in the Battle of the Somme rolling in shells for their heavy guns. Right : Inscribing on 15in. shells messages
to the Germans, to whom they were about to be consigned with efficiency and despatch.

Hoisting up a shell into one of the heavy howitzers, and (right) loact'ng the gun. Canadians were the object of the Germans' special
animosity in Belgium, and no troops welcomed the opening of the British offensive in France more than they did.

Ramming home the shell, and (right) the howitzer at the moment of firing. Canada had a long account to settle with Germany. In the
Battle of the Somme she repaid with interest what she had received in the Battles of Ypres.
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Speeding Up the Ways of Allied Triumph
British and French Official Photographs

British troops road—making on the battlefield. Never before has war so changed the features of countries. The terr;fic power of high
explosive altered entire landscapes and the movement of vast armies brought new roads and railways into being.

French pioneers did marvellous work during the war in establishing railways throughout the length and breadth of the western tront.
permanent.
Many of these, although originating in temporary requirements of tactics, were of solid construction and designed to be

`9I6I`d-9 4 0P0 / 92
THE COURAGE OF DUMB ANIMALS.—Normally horses under shell fire are inclined to
stampede, and whether the whole team becomes a struggling mass of confusion depends on the
courage or the men In charge. It Is a curious fact that a horse will keep quiet in the face of
danger to long as his master continues to show a steady nerve, An example of this phenomenon

was witnessed recently in a French village along the front. All in the place had passed a com—
paratively quiet day. Suddenly the German gunners put shell after shell into the village, and
some troopers confidently drew their mounts under cover of a wall. The horses went through
the ordeal without even once attempting to bolt.
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BATTLE PICTURES ()Ne GREAT WAR
iv The Battle of the Abbaye
fr2ILxPemberton
HE news which reached England on October 2nd and
3rd opened a new page in the story of the Somme
adventure. For the first time for many months we
heard of green fields and of cavalry. Delighted British
troops, looing across this scarred and withered No Man's
Land, perceived beyond it the growing crops of sugar-beet
and the villages which did not appear to have known war.
The great high-road from Bapaume to Albert stood out
as a very Route Nationale of the Napoleonic era. Poplars
by its side were unscathed, and their leaves rustled in the
breezes. Bapaume itself could be seen through powerful
glasses, and there were even subalterns who declared that
they set their watches by its clock. Not only was this
the case, but cavalry patrols started off towards the end
of the day to ride over ground where horses could feel
their feet, and to amuse themselves with those " little
affairs " which are dear to the cavalryman's heart.
All this, be it observed, was remarkable in its way, and
bore witness to the attainment of a great purpose. We had
achieved beyond question the summit of the ridge and
had thrust the enemy below us. There was even some
doubt as to the strength in which he held the decline and
the points at which he held it. It was a Staff conclusion,
early in the morning of October 1st, that many of the
trenches in the neighbourhood of Le Sars were in possession
of but a handful of men. Eaucourt 1'Abbaye, on the other
hand, stood for a more difficult proposition, and upon the
capture of this Sir Douglas Haig was set.

T

Shattered Cloisters of Eaucourt l'Abbaye
We read of abbeys and envisage the picturesque. Tintern
and Glastonbury and Fountains suggest sylvan scenery and
placid streams, and monks singing sweetly as Knut might
have heard them. There may have been a time when
Eaucourt l'Abbaye would have invited the strollin,artist
b On
to its doors, and sent him away in some content.
Sunday, when our men looked down upon it—men old in
fighting and young, veterans who had battled on the
Somme since July ist, Londoners and troops from the
shires who had recently crossed over and were wide-eyed
at the spectacle of battle, Canadians all resolute and
Guards determined—there was little to suggest the cowl or
cloister, or that picturesque environment with which the
religious were wont to surround themselves. Seen from
the ridge Eaucourt 1'Abbaye looked but a rectangle of
ruins. Not yet utterly destroyed as the villages behind us
which we have pounded to dust, its barns and refectories
were nevertheless but tottering walls, and its courtyards
but a harbourage for a battalion's debris. The strength of
it lay round about in the deep trenches before it to the
north ; in its cellars, once generous in the red wines of
Burgundy, but now rich in the number of its gunners and
weapons they housed there. Lying as it does in a little
hollow, local tradition speaks of wonderful tunnels below
it, here reaching afar almost to Bapaume, there southward towards Flers, and again to the north-west to the
village of Le Sars. With these we need not concern
ourselves. The Abbaye remained the most redoubtable
fortress between Martinpuich and Bapaume, and to take
it was Sir Douglas Haig's objective on the first day of
October.

guns to this particular purpose from dawn onwards. To
be sure, there never was rest upon that amazing front,
and truly has the Boche declared that it is hell behind
his lines. Neither day nor night has given him relief.
Now it will be a few desultory shots from one or two of
the monsters. A lull follows, and is broken by a very
avalanche of gigantic shells. They are dispersed over a
wide area until the definite moment of action, then -they
concentrate upon their objective. On Sunday it was the
trenches before Le Sars and, when these were done with,
the colossal entanglements before the Abbaye and the
dug-outs which lay deep down in the earth beyond them.
German Sailors as Infantry
These were bombarded relentlessly until half-past three
of the afternoon. Occasionally our aeroplanes, never more
conspicuous, were discoyerin,many facts for us. To the
north of Courcelette, for instance,
b
there was but a thin
wall of men, and it crumbled quickly to the attack. Not
so at Le Sars and Eaucourt, where really strong forces
held the ground ; while between Courcelette and Grandcourt, in what is known as the Regina Trench, there were
German sailors from the Belgian coast. Such fellows gave
us the best of the hand-to-hand fighting which the Battle of
the Abbaye was to witness. The 1st and znd Marine
Regiments of the znd Naval Division had here replaced
the 26th Regiment of the 7th Magdeburg Division, and
their arrival was significant indeed. Did it mean, as the
" Times " correspondent suggests, that sailors would face
the terrors of the " tanks " with lighter hearts, or is the
Boche so pressed that even the Belgian coast must be
denuded of, its garrison ? We neither know nor care.
With the greatest gallantry our men fought their way to
the Regina, drove the Marines from it, were themselves
on the Monday night driven again out of part of it, and
finally on Tuesday stormed the whole position.

Enter the Hungry " Tank"
The sailors certainly had opportunity to test the quality
of the " tanks," for they played a big part in the- final
operations. At one point south of Eaucourt the entanglement was unbroken and our men lay down in the open,
lobbing bombs over the wire at Germans lobbing back
from the advantageous cover of a trench. Things were
becoming critical when some " tanks " slugged solemnly
from behind a copse ; one absolutely ate up the wire,"
and then nosed along the trench, squashing obstructions
flat, and leaving a broad wake, along which the infantry
followed it. Finally, in an impassable pit, it squatted
down, sleepily satisfied with having cleared up the impasse,
and its crew emerging from its carcase took an active
hand in the fighting outside.
So fierce was the fighting-that it degenerated often enoligh
into wild encounters in the open, in which the cheers of the
onlookers stimulated the activities of the detached partisans.
Germans were seen, we are told, running like hares across
the scarred fields. A Guardsman chased one for more
than a hundred and fifty yards, caught him upon his
bayonet at last, and pitched him high above his shoulder.
A private of Territorials elsewhere took bombs in his hand,
and caring nothing for the machine-gun which was turned
upon him, ran madly along the parapet of a trench and
No Rest for the Foe
killed the most part of those below him. Here a major
This was a battle beginning, so far as our infantry was takes half a company of Huns at the revolver's point
concerned, very late in the day. You should know that there a huge Bavarian, nearly seven feet high, falls upon
part of the old German third line ran roughly from Grand- his knees before a tiny subaltern and begs to be spared for
court, south-eastward through Le Sars, Eaucourt l'Abbaye, the sake of his wife and his ten starving children.
and Gueudecourt. The latter place we had some days, ago,
This " scrap " lasted all day, and was still not definite
and Le Sars and l'Abbaye undoubtedly would have shared on Monday night. Meanwhile, upon the right, Eaucourt
its fate before the end of September but for the heavy rain l'Abbaye load practically been encircled and its doom
upon the last days of the month. Boggy ground and mists decreed. We lost surprisingly few men in this adventure,
lying low over the land forbade offensive operations on though some eight hundred yards of ground had to be
the 29th and 3oth. October 1st Saw us applying bur heavy
[Continued on page 230
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With the Crown Camera Men on the Somme Recording the Greatest Battle of the War
British Official inotos, aPht

An early morning move against the enemy. Scene in the reserve trenches on September 25th.
Infantry fully equipped tieing forward—bombardiers, men with the bayonets, and stretcher—bearers.

With wonderful deliberation,undismayed by heavy fire, British soldiers are clambering over the top. Spreading out in open formation,
they went forward on their way to the capture of Marval.

In single file a bombing—party leaves the trenches for a surprise visit to the German dug—outs,
carrying enough explosives on them to blow up a small citadel.

Engineers going forward to wire newly—won positions. inset: Jubilant, though wounded, a regimental sergeant—major being brought back,
on a stretcher, by four German prisoners.
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THE BATTLE OF THE ABBAYE (r„,d/g.r
.,
covered in the face of Eaucourt's fire when the word to
" Go ! " was heard in our trenches. Here the Londoner, just
out, proved his mettle with a vengeance. Fearful he may
have been of that whirlwind of German shells which shook
the earth beneath his feet ; scared beyond utterance by
the•scream of death in the air above and the figure of death
in the fields below ; awed by the rattle of machine-guns
and the bullets which whistled about his ears—but never
daunted, pushing on always with pursed lips and eyes which
looked straight ahead across the wilderness, and fingers
which twitched upon the rifle's butt. By his side were the
veterans needlessly bidding him to be of good cheer. Not
for him to-day were the horrors of Guillemont or the Trones
Wood. So magnificently had our artillery done its work
that it needed but one swift assault to drive the enemy
from the outposts of Eaucourt. Within the ruined monastery itself there were the unnumbered hosts of hidden
Germans, but with these the gunners had still to deal.
Yard by yard we fought for the Abbaye gates, burst into
the outbuildings, ferreted the dug-outs, and cleaned the
ground but never blindly as men who go to a holocaust,
but always under the shelter of the terrible artillery which
made our advance possible.
Great Advance by Veterans and Tyros
It should not be thought that such an advance was
possible without some mishap. Mr. Philip Gibbs, in an
admirable despatch, has told us of the tributes of the old
troops to the new, but the word " loss " is not unheard
among them. Difficult as the operation was, a gully of the
Martinpuich-Eaucourt road added to its hazards ; for here
in the sunken way the German machine-guns could cover
the storming-party and cause even the veterans to 'pull
themselves together. These guns " chattered horribly "
as our men swept-past. " Lots of 'em dropped," said a
veteran of the New Army as he related the circumstance ;
" but there was no kind,of difference between us." Men
who had not left London many days went side by side with
ancients; who could Speak of Loos and Neuve Chapelle,
across the gully and the death-pits to the smiling fields
beyond. Here was sugar-beet, red if not rosy. Boys
made footballs of the vegetables and kicked them on toward
the German trenches.
It helped us to forget," they said
—and we who hear them may picture the sights from which
their eyes were wisely turned. Brave men, down and out,
were behind them. Others lay bleeding from wounds.
Not a few, in their excitement, would have crawled after
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the comrades who were going on. Others were already
in the stretchers on their way to the dressing-stations.
Fitly did No Man's Land offer such a harvest to the
reapers.
Our concern is not with these poor fellows. The tide
surged past them and reached the Abbaye gates. Not
many Germans lived to confront it, so well had our artillery
work been done. The first and second trenches defending
the monastery were heaped with dead, we are told. A few
machine-gunners held on to the last with units of the 6th
Bavarian Division brought down from Lille. They shot
and would have bayoneted our vanguard, and when they
could neither shoot nor stab, they lifted their hands and
cried " Kamerad 1 " " Too late ! " we read—and who
shall wonder ? For we know the Hun by this time, and in
the heat of action it is impossible that our men should forget.
" Kamerad " must bolt like a rabbit for the shelter of wall
and dug-out, and we must- fetch him out as we could. It
was Tuesday afternoon before we were sure of the cellars
of the Abbaye, and many of them are unexplored to this
hour.
The Great Part of the Bird-Men
Once again our aeroplanes did yeoman service in all this
fighting. Not only in reconnaissance but in actual attack
have they proved their valour. One pilot, observing
reinforcements on the Bapaume road, dropped to within
two hundred feet of the ground and turned his machinegun upon them. Anti-aircraft guns were boldly attacked
from the air and their gunners shot down. I.ike vultures
the 'planes swept over the harassed land, discovering
derelicts here and hidden enemies there. They bombed or
shot them with a recklessness which was superb. Upon
one occasion (says a correspondent) a whole regiment,:
coming up to reinforce, was scattered by these dauntless
adventurers. A great day for them, truly, when it may be
said that the enemy's organisation behind the lines was,
broken up absolutely by our flying men alone. Undoubt-r
edly they contributed to the sum of German losses, which'
were colossal. Some of the Bavarian companies from Lille
lost seventy-five per cent. of their effectives. One went in
one hundred and ninety strong, and had sixty whole at the
end of the day. The prisoners taken were not many, but
in the main they were of a coarser calibre than some captured at Martinpuich and Flers—little men, very dirty, and
very glad to be with us.
Upon the other side is Sir Douglas Haig's assurance that
our own casualties were surprisingly low in an action to
which he attaches the greatest importance.

A QUIET JOB FOR A CHANGE.—Guards carrying water to their billets. The Guards, with their superb tradition behind them, have
been on their mettle in the great advance, and their fighting at Courcelette and many another pointwas irresistible. (Official photograph.
Crown copyright reserved.)
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Model Water Reservoirs for Horse and Man
British Official. Crown Copyright Reserved

Model watering—place for horses.
Inset: Transpo
cleaning harness at a pond after wet weather.

Mere there are no restrictions. Dr:nh:ng—water depot on the west front. The British soldiers care for-his horse struck foreign
observers particularly, and next to that it was his smartness in adverse circumstances that elicited approbation.
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Soldiers and Sailors Training on a Troopship

Mascot kittens of H.M.S. Southampton. Their action stations" are said to be " the darkest corner of he nearest sailing cutter."
Right: Men of a troopship's crew at physical exercise.

Gun drill with real and dummy guns. Left: Rapidity of loading is acquired by practice with a dummy gun which has a hole in tha
barrel through which the shell drops automatically when it is fired." Right: Crew of a troopship at gun drill with the real weapon.

How men aboard our troopships are kept fit. Doubling round the ship, and (right) Marines at physical drill. The physical condition
and the consequent mental and nervous alertness of British sailormen are perfect. It is by constant care of this kind they are kept so.
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inch Ironclads on the Somme Canals

Monitor' entering a tunnel on a Somme Canal. Inset:
Crews of motor-boats lined up on the tow-path.

There is a network of canals along the Somme, and this is now navigated by ironclad monitors. They co-operated with the land forces
in the bombardment of Mont St. Quentin, advancing their positions gradually with the closing in of the Land artillery lines.
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MY ADVENTURES AS A WAR CORRESPONDENT

WATCHED AND TRACKED
Foiling a Turkish Spy at Constanza
By Basil Clarke
UMANIA'S entry into the war will no doubt put a
stop to the undesirable activities of numerous
gentlemen—German, Austrian, and Turkish—who
for the last two years or so have lived in Rumania for the
purpose of gleaning all the secrets, military, diplomatic,
and other, that they could find for the private use of the
countries that employed them. These gentry, in short,
were spies. Nor did they confine their attentions to
Rumania and Rumanians alone, but, as became good
servants of their masters, they pried into everything that
might by any possible crook have any bearing on the war
and the countries engaged in it. As British newspaper
correspondents were not over common in Rumania, and as
they might reasonably be expected to be putting themselves in the way of getting news, the spies gave them a
good deal of attention.
I found, for instance, that my own ways and doings in
Bukarest were followed by these folk with a most flattering interest. Little escaped them. My movements, and
even my meals in cafes and restaurants, were under their
closest surveillance. Did I call on a Rumanian statesman
for information or guidance, a spy was pretty sure to be in
the neighbourhood. Even my order for afternoon tea at
the Cafe Capsa (the great fashionable cafe of Bukarest)
was listened to as though it might shed light on some great
diplomatic secret. I grew in time quite used to one or two
particular faces, not always nice ones, that occurred and
recurred no matter where I went.
Searching My Pockets
And besides following me about day and night, these
people or their agents took occasional peeps into my luggage
when I was away from my hotel, and felt in pockets
of clothes hanging in my room wardrobe. All these things
I .discovered by various- careful and cunning tests. You
can be sure that I left unguarded nothing that would help
them, though a good deal of " secret infOrmation " which I
had concocted for their edification and left where it could
be found by them was no doubt carefully copied into
pocket-books and duly forwarded to the Kaiserliche Secret
Service Bureau.
All this sort of thing was very amusing, till such times
arose as I did not wish to be seen by agents of the enemy,
and then it became a trial between their wits and mine as to
whether I should do my business unseen by them or not.
It so happened that things Rumanian became pretty
slack so far as news to send to England was concerned, and
as the British landing in Gallipoli had just been effected,
and all the world at home was agog for news of it and of
Constantinople behind, I thought I would see if I could
not, get some news of Constantinople. So one fine day,
taking all the care I could to give my spies the slip, I took
train from Bukarest to Constanza, which is a Rumanian
watering-place and a port of some importance on the coast
of the Black Sea.
News from Constantinople
And here for a day or two I observed the shipping, looking
out with especial care for any ship bound for Constantinople
and back again. Eventually a ship so bound made its
appearance. I sounded with some care the feelings of
certain members of its crew, and finally bartered with one
of the most intelligent of them (not a Rumanian), that for
sundry pieces of gold he should take careful mental note of
things in Constantinople when his ship got there and,
returning, tell them to me. This man, an officer, said that
without the gold he would willingly do this, for he was as
anxious to see the Entente *in the war as anyone. Still,
gold was gold, and a sailor's pay was sailors' pay—no better
than it ought to be. So we shared a 'bottle of Rumanian
wine at a cafe over the bargain.
As we drank it, a sudden shifting of the eye of a solid-
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looking Turk sitting near us suggested to me at the time
that he was more interested in us than he cared to appear.
The foreigner who stares at you frankly is generally harmless enough, for it is noticeable as one travels round the
world that the only people who show no curiosity about
their fellow-men are British people. But when a foreigner
stares at you and then takes some pains to hide his interest,
it is a suspicious sign. This man never looked at us again,
but went on fingering his little string of amber beads (as is
the habit of Turks) with the best appearance of unconcern.
I was suspicious, and from that moment realised that my
sitting in a public place with a sailor bound for Constantinople was a mistake.
My sailor's ship was due back from Constantinople, I
remember, on a Saturday afternoon, and I was down at the
quay in good time to see it arrive. So also was friend Turk
from the cafe, though he, for some queer reason, seemed to
find it more agreeable to stand out of sight of the incoming
ship behind a pile of merchandise on the quay. This looked
significant ; but more significant still was the look which
my friend the mate of the ship gave me from his station
near the bow hawsers of the boat as she was coming up to
the quayside. It was no more than -a look, half a second,
maybe, but most clearly and emphatically it said, " Keep
clear—something's in the wind I
I remained by the quay as long as I thought was warranted by an apparently idle curiosity to see the ship land,
and then went back up the town. There are only one or two
nice cafes in Constanza, and they are all next door to one
another. Everyone goes to his cafe sooner or later, so I
knew I should meet my sailor there.
I ordered a " grenadine from the waiter and waited.
An hour passed. Then a little Turkish boy slipped into
the café with a note. A moment later my waiter handed
it to me. " See you in your hotel during dinner-time tonight," it ran.
Leave note in hall-rack addressed M.
Roumali " (a fictitious name), " giving number of your
bed-room. Be in it, and be careful you are not watched."
The Ubiquitous " Mr. Turk "
I had no sooner read the note, torn it up, and put the
pieces in my pocket ready to throw away later, than rip
came the Turk. He sat at a table five yards from me and
ordered a drink. Soon I rose, paid for my " grenadine," and
left the café. I turned round just before entering my
hotel, and sure enough " Turk " was behind. I had lunch.
He was outside when. I came out again. This would never
do. He must not be about at night-time. How was I to
shake him off ? The idea came. I sauntered through the
town, gazing now and again at shop-windows. He followed
a hundred yards behind. Past the post-office and up the
hill I took him by the most leisurely walking till we were
well on the outskirts of the town, and out of reach of all
cabs—for the presence of a cab would have defeated my
plans utterly. And then I began to walk my hardest. I
walked and walked till I had nearly lost him, and then,
giving him just time to get in sight of me again, I walked
on and on.
If there is one thing your Turk hates more than another
it is walking. Yet he dare not let me out of sight. For all
he knew I might have an appointment at one or other of
these little wayside public-houses. He plodded on. He
was a stoutly-built Turk. It was a broiling hot day, too,
though possibly I felt the heat more than h. We walked
eight solid kilometres along that dusty road, and a solid
eight back again. And I had not spoken to a soul.
It was evening and nearly dinner-time when I walked
into Constanza's main street again, my Turk waddling,
footsore and weary, behind. I walked past the cafés and
on towards my hotel, waiting for a moment in the cover of
a gateway to see what happened to the Turk. As I had
[Continued on page 236
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irouched for the Spring in Trench and Brake
British Official. Crown Copyright Reserved

Srit'sh troops waiting to attack on September 25th, 1916. This was one of the most successful days in the great Somme advance. Six
miles of enemy trenches were stormed to a depth of more than a mile, and Morval and Lesboeufs were carried.

Eighteen-pounder gun in action in a tangled brake, where the dappled light and shade made the khaki figures almost invisible. The
French "75's" won world-w.de reputation in the war, but French gunners expressed admiration for our 18-pounders.
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WATCHED AND TRACKED t":'„'';',"1,i.f;°'
expected, he stopped at the café—literally dropping into
one of the seats on the pavement outside it. He was done
up. I should be safe from him for some time, at all events.
In my hotel everyone was at dinner. I hurried upstairs,
and found the sailor sitting on my bed. He had taken my
note from the rack in the hall, and come upstairs without
being seen.
" Oh, a nice time I've had ! " was his first remark.
" I've been followed from start to finish. No sooner did
our ship leave Constanza than a wretched little Turkish
warship hove in sight and boarded us. When we got to the
Bosphorus we were boarded and searched again. They went
through my cabin with a small-tooth comb, so to speak, and
left never a paper or letter or book unsearched. At Constantinople- we were boarded again and overhauled. There
was nothing incriminating ; but even then they did not
seem to be satisfied, and they again searched me from top
to toe, There's a Turk on the ship now, and I'm sure he's
there to watch me. I've had a job to give him the slip.'
The sailor had been in Constantinople for three days,
and though he was followed almost everywhere he went.
the Turks did not stop him from going about and seeing all
there was to be seen. He had seen the Turkish and German
wounded being brought home from the Dardanelles, also
the warships Goeben and Breslau, about which, everyone was talking ; also the big ship, moored a hundred

Pat-,6 i yards or more from the shore at Constantinople, in \vic.,?1
the German Staff made their headquarters (the German
Staff in Constantinople have always seemed to prefer to be
housed where they are safe from surprise attack by any
hostile crowd).
When the day came for the boat to leave for Constanza
a file of Turkish soldiers under a German officer came on
hoard, and, once more searched the ship high and low. My
sailor was taken to his cabin and stripped stark naked. Not
only were his clothes looked through, even to the linings,
but his body itself was searched. Fortunately, they 'could
not look into his brain, or they might have seen Interesting
little details about Constantinople that he was bringing
home for me—material from which I wrote an interesting
article to be telegraphed home to England. The point was
how to get it away. I suspected that nothing in the
Constanza post-office was sacred from the eyes of these
spies, and that anything I wrote would get to their knowledge one way or another. So I wrote two articles. The
first was a harmless thing about war-time shipping on the
Black Sea ; the other described the things in Constantinople
which my friend had told me.
Treachery at the Post-Office
It was dark when I left my hotel. My spy was not far
from the front door. Sure enough he followed me up to
the post-office. The post-office itself was shut, but I took
my message up to the wire-room, which is always open,
came away, and after waiting five minutes,
went back into the post-office. " Turk " -was
in the wire-room, looking at some papers.
When he saw me staring at him he dropped
the papers. Then he left. I made no doubt
that he had been reading what I had written.
" Turk " read my wire about shipping on
the Black Sea it must have bored him greatly.
My other telegram went by registered post to
a friend in Dorohoi, and was despatched from
there with a wire saying, " Ignore my Constanza
-telegram."
Next day I went for a long walk from Constanza. My Turk saw me go, but did not follow.
Next Ar
he Greatest Butzher of the War

Trench mortars in action in the region of Tahure. They fire a formidable shell that explodes with a terrific noise. Inset: Army supply
waggons on service behind the front line on the Meuse, where all the trains are employed solely in the transport of munitions.
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the Valley and on the Heights
French Official Photographs

The duty of outposts, whether aviators or infantry, is one of heavy responsibility. Apart from following the movements of the enemy,
they have to keep a close eye on their own infantry, seeing that they do not advance too rapidly and thus come within range of their own
artillery fire. This photograph shows two French scouts working a wireless installation on the Somme. '

Remarkable photograph showing French'soklier in the octet hurfing a huge boulder on the enemy assaulting a ridge. -A second French
soldier is about to hand his comrade another stone. To the right of the photograph is a soldier mortally wounded, having just been
struck by a bullet from the oncoming Germans,
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THE RIGHT VIEW OF VERDUN
By Winston Churchill, M.P.
HE second of the series of articles
had it succeeded locally and tactically, it
on " The War by Land and Sea "
would have been disastrous to Germany,
which Mr. Winston Churchill is for in this war tactics, however adroit,
contributing to our contemporary, the cannot redeem misdirection in strategy
" London Magazine," appears in the issue and policy.
for November, just published. It is
But as the struggle for Verdun developed
one of the most remarkable and deeply and the skill of the attack was met by an
interesting articles we have read on any equally skilful defence, and as the unphase of the conflict. It shows a wonder- shakable constancy of the French proful grasp of the complexities of the war, duced resistances beyond all that had been
and the ability to convey to the reader expected, obstinacy began to clog the
something of that clear-eyed view which wheels of German thought. Reputations
the writer himself so obviously possesses. of the greatest authorities became first
Nothing more illuminating could be engaged then deeply involved in the
written about Verdun than Mr. Churchill's fortunes of the enterprise.
summing-up of that tremendous episode
of the war in this most noteworthy conVast Process of Waste
tribution to the " London." He shows
with a deft literary art, that conjures up
The operation dragged. The scientific
in a few swift sentences the dubious
position of the Allies at the opening of the methods of the opening were succeeded by
present year, how great indeed had been much less careful assaults. New floods of
Germany's military conquests. He then human life were poured out for insigniproceeds to expose the enormity of her ficant gains. The whole German camstrategic mistake in launching the Verdun paign in every other quarter was paralysed.
The flower of the German armies was cut
attack, and writes :
The attack upon Verdun dominated down,
Desperation then laid hold of those who
the whole German military policy of 1915,
and ruined it. With the decision ob- were responsible. They saw their personal
positions compromised. They had
stinately persisted in to make a grand
offensive against Verdun fell Germany's begun by endeavouring to persuade the
last hope of escaping unscathed from the French to attach a fictitious, sentimental
astounding adventure into which she had importance to the fortress. They very
soon began to attach a wholly unreal
plunged.
A great German offensive in the west dmportance to it themselves. All their
had long been the best thing that could great influence and power over the German
happen to the Allies. Never was there a war direction was now concentrated
moment when it was more timely or more upon finding new legions to be flung into
the attack.
helpful.
The vast process of waste continued
far into the summer, and all the time
German's Fatal Strategy
the French High Command watched
But that was not all. The German the process with increasing confidence,
offensive against Verdun was, it soon and the British Army gathered its strength.
appeared, to be combined with an Austrian And all the time the Russian power revived
offensive against Italy, opening some- and waxed again into a mighty world
what later. And thus, both north and factor.
Samson's locks had been shorn in the
south, the Central Powers turned away
from the eastern frontiers and, leaving autumn, but by the summer they were
Russia to recover behind them, plunged grown again. Along every road which
was open the ceaseless stream of muniinto desperate adventures in the west.
German armies, backed by artillery tions from the arsenals of so many lands
fire surpassing all previous record, are flowed to arm the teeming manhood of
launched in mighty strength upon the the Russian people. And Germany's
apex of the French lines in front of Verdun. hour had gone.
It was at this moment that the
The high tactical skill of this great operation of war can be admired. But the Austrians chose to engage themselves in a
vast strategic misconception on which it costly offensive in the Trentino.
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rested was fatal.
Having assembled and contrasted a
few of the reasons, true and false, which
we may imagine to have operated in the
councils which led to the planning of the
German attack upon Verdun ; and
emphasised, first, the wrong strategic
impulse towards the west ; and, secondly,
the attempt to maintain a continuous
decisive offensive against armies gteatly
superior in number and unsurpassed in
quality. Mr. Churchill continues :
We may sum up the German enterprise against Verdun as the efficient
tactical execution of a wrong strategic
policy. It was based upon an organisation of guns and field railways perfect
beyond all previous conception against
particular points which we may call
anvils." Nevertheless, -it opened by
surprise. It was at first conducted on a
system of limited attacks which minimised
as far as possible the superior losses of the
assailants. In spite of all this it failed—.
even locally and tactically. But even

Offensive and Defensive Losses
We may now consider the German
Verdun offensive from the point of view
of relative losses.
It is always easy for commanders, in
default of more tangible gains, to assert
that they have inflicted enormous losses
upon the enemy. The Germans are adepts
at this. But no assertions of theirs, however brazen, can alter the disproportion
of loss between the offensive and the
defensive. The defender, naturally holds
the sector of the line exposed to attack
with the fewest troops possible. He
knows they are going to be pounded to
a jelly by the bombardment. The fewer
men he has in or near the trenches exposed to drum fire the less his loss. He
therefore keeps no more than are sufficient
to compel the enemy to attack in full
force, and to support his machine-guns.
In the right solution of this problem
resides the skill of the defending corn-
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mander. On a sector of, say, 12,000
yards, one man to the yard will be a fair
allowance for the front system' of trenches.
and an equal number in support and
reserve. In other words. two full divisions
will, apart from special circumstances, hold
the line as well as it can be held. To load
up the trenches with additional masses of
men will only be to give the attacking
artillery their heart's desire. The defence
will be made no stronger if the trenches
were crowded with double or treble their
number. On the contrary, their slaughter
will only demoralise the rest.
The attack, on the other hand, must
have great numbers. To maintain a continuous assault on a 12,000-yard front
from eight to twelve divisions or more
might be required in a two days' battle.
Thus, on a moderate computation, it may
be said that five or six men are exposed
in offensive action for every one in defence.
When and where the attack is successful
the losses are very heavy on' the defenders
of the trenches taken. Many are.killed by
the bombardment, many are bayoneted
by the assailants ; • some fly, the rest are
captured. But the total number of these
on any long stretch of front is greatly
inferior to the losses of the assault.
When the trenches have been stormed
the process of consolidation begins. Here,
again, the attackers suffer far more than
the original defenders. They are much
g
mo re dnumerous, they are in unfamiliar
rou n
French Military Skill.
All the parapets are in reverse, and
in this situation they are exposed to
an intense artillery counter-fire by gunners
who know every inch of the lines they are
firing at.
The attack therefore loses excessively
—first, before the assault, by having
to keep much larger numbers under bombardment in their own trenches than
the enemy ; secondly, during the assault
by having to pass much larger numbers
of men through the barrages and machinegun fire across No Man's Land ; thirdly,
after the assault (if successful), by having
to consolidate a strange position in
crowded confusion under accurate and
intense fire.
The defence, as we have seen, loses a
high proportion of its relatively small
numbers when the assault comes home.
It also loses almost on the attacking scale
when counter-attacks are launched. But
the frequency and the weight of counterattacks depend upon whether the defenders are really determined to win
back and hold every part of the
ground, and are tied to fixed positions,
or whether they are willing to cede a
little at a disproportionate cost to their
enemies.
The French showed the greatest
military skill at Verdun in their defensive
operations. But they suffered more than
the defence need suffer by their valiant
and obstinate retention of particular
positions.
Meeting an artillery attack is like
catching a cricket ball. Shock is dissipated by drawing back the hands. A
little " give," a little suppleness, and the
violence of impact is vastly reduced. Yet,
notwithstanding the obstinate ardour
and glorious passion for mastery of the
French, the German losses at Verdun
greatly exceeded theirs. And the excess
of German losses would have been sensibly
increased if at any time the French had
though it right to allow themselves a
little more latitude in regard to relinquishing particular positions.
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Where Beyond these \Tomes There is Peace
British Official. Cr2tvn Copyright Reserved

Corner of a military cemetery in a pine—wood, and (inset) an alley
in a military graveyard at the front.

One of the British military cemeteries at the front in charge of the Director of Graves' Registration and Inquiries.
Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew, advises on the planting of flowers and shrubs- wherever possible.

The Director of the
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Britain's Roll of Honoured Dead

Capt. P. L. LEIGH,
R.G.A.

Brig.-Gen. C. E. STEWART
C.M.G., Black Watch.

Capt. J. V. HYNDMAN,
Royal Irish Rifles.

Capt. F. S. GILLESPIE,
Royal Sussex Regt.

Capt. P. E. H. KEESEY,
Rifle Brigade.

Capt. J. R. SOMERS-SMITH,
London Regt.

Capt. T. G. GRICE,
Scottish Rifles.

Capt. DAVID WILSON,
R.F.C.

Capt. G. W. EATON,
Royal Irish Fusiliers.

Black Watch, entered the Royal
rigadier-General Charles Edward Stewart,
Highlanders in 1889. In 1908 he received his majority, and just after the outbreak
of war was promoted to lieutenant-colonel. Early in 1916 he was appointed to the
Staff, and given command of a brigade. He saw much service in South Africa, notably
at Kimberley and Paardeberg. was mentioned in despatches, and received the Queen's
and the King's Medals with six clasps. For service in the present war he was made a
C.M.G.
Captain David Wilson, of the Royal Fly=ing Corps, who was a grand-nephew of the first
Lord Nunburnholme, gained the Military Cross last May.
Lieutenant Kenneth Lotherington Hutchings. Liverpool Regiment, attached Welsh
Regiment, was the famous Kent cricketer, and accredited one of the most remarkable
batsmen of the generation. He was a member of the Tonbridge eleven for five years,
heading the batting for three seasons in succession, but his most brilliant record was made
in 1906, when he was acclaimed by all an England cricketer.
Lieutenant-Colonel Arthur F. Townshend was educated at Haileybury College. He was
gazetted to the 2nd Cameronians (Scottish Rifles) in 1894. and served with the 4th Scottish
Rifles in the South African War. From 1903-6 he was Military Consul in Turkey. In
1915 Lieut.-Colonel Townshend left with his regiment for the front and was twice wounded,
and mentioned in despatches on November 30th. 1915. Last January he was appointed
to command the Royal West Kent Regiment, and was fatally wounded on the 15th of the
same month.

B

Sec.-Lieut. H. HANDCOCK,
Leinster Regt.

Lieut. R. S. de BLABY,
Loyal North Lanes.

Sec.-Lieut. N. H. COLLINS,
Royal Inniskillings.

Lieut. K. L. HUTCHINGS,
Liverpool Regt.
b

Lt.-Col. A. F. TOWNSHEND, Sec.-Lt. T. R. H. DORMAN,
Scottish Rifles.
Royal Munsters.

Sec.-Lieut. F. R. HOGGETT,
Sec.-Lieut. W. DRAKE,
Sec.-Lieut. D. C. O'CONNELL,
Queen's (R.W. Surreys).
R.H.A.
Connaughts.
Portraits by Bassano, Elliott & Fry, Hawkins, Brooke Hughes, Lafayette, Swaine.

Lieut. H. -G. M. MANSELPLEYDELL, Dorset Regt.

Sec.-Lieut. J. FISH,
Worcester Regt.

Sec.-Lieut. F. A. J. BROWN,
Leinster Regt.

